
ABSTRACT 

FERRATO MELO DE CARVALHO, LUIZ VICTOR. Machine Learning in Poultry Companies' 

Data. Applications and Methodologies. (Under the direction of Dr. Peter R. Ferket and Dr. 

Ramon D. Malheiros). 

 

All agricultural sectors must seek efficiency improvements to meet the growing demand for food 

based on the expected population increase over the next few decades. Poultry products play an 

essential role in meeting global protein demand due to its their production efficiency, quality, 

affordable prices, and few cultural restrictions. To further improve the efficiency of this sector, 

all available tools must be explored, including computational tools that help manage and analyze 

large datasets to identify factors of influence and decision-making in animal production. 

However, the application of computational tools, such as Machine Learning (ML), using data 

already collected by commercial poultry production companies have been published. The 

hypothesis of this work is ML Algorithms can be used for predictive modeling and decision-

making from production data routinely collected by commercial broiler production companies. 

This dissertation aims to demonstrate how to organize common production data, extract more 

information from this data that would not be possible by statistical methods, and provide 

methodologies of ML applications to benefit academic and industrial research.  

The methodologies developed in this work were based on three significant applications. 

The first aims to identify variables of interest to direct research and investments. The second 

methodology can create tailored models for application in industry and research. The last one is 

to develop decision-making tools that can be used to support feed additive decisions and be used 

as a sales tool for the animal feed industry. To develop the methodologies and applications, five 

Brazillian poultry production companies agreed to share their production data from 2016 until 

2021. The data is proprietary, so the data and models created from it are not available to be 



published or shared. Nevertheless, the outcome of this work is the methodologies and the codes, 

which are available in full in this dissertation. A total of 1,354 files in different formats were 

received with information of 7,188 flocks, 661 feed formulations, and 274 broiler grow-out 

houses. Chapter 1 describes the organization of the data and the data augmentation process used, 

which increased the number of variables from 45 to 846. As a result, a 23.3 MB Comma 

Separated Value (CSV) file containing 7,188 instances (poultry flocks) and 846 attributes 

(variables) was generated.  Chapter 2 describes and demonstrates a ML methodology utilizing 

the FeatureWiz feature selection library, capable of identifying variables of interest to a target 

factor. To demonstrate the methodology, FCR was set as the target, and as a result, the method 

highlighted outside weather significant factors affecting FCR what could indicate, among other 

possibilities, a problem on the isolation of the houses; or lead to new research topics associated 

with animal behavior influenced by the weather. Chapter 3 utilizes H2O AutoML and 

AutoKeras, combined with FeatureWiz, to develop a method capable of creating tailored models 

based on companies' data. The methodology is applied and demonstrated having as target the 

Real Feed Intake (RFI), which was calculated based on a Lysine requirement factorial model. 

The validation of the method was achieved by the correct identification of the variables used to 

calculate RFI and the ability to identify and replicate the results with a low RMSE (0.0629) as 

compared to the values generated with the lysine model. At the end of this chapter, an adaptation 

of the methodology is explained and demonstrated to create decision-making tools. In 

conclusion, this work demonstrated that data commonly collected by poultry production 

companies can be combined with ML for modeling and decision-making tools creation and 

provides, for the proposed outcomes, the complete methodologies and codes that are simple and 

free to use yet powerful.  
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

According to FAO Food and Agriculture Organization) (2009a, 2009b), the world 

population will reach 9.1 billion people in the next 30 years. This growth will significantly 

increase the demand for food; it is estimated that the demand for meat will double in 2050 

compared to 2010 (Neeteson-van Nieuwenhoven et al. 2013). To be possible to address the 

increase in demand, all agricultural systems must seek efficiency improvements. In this context, 

the chicken industry is fundamental. It is the most consumed meat worldwide due to its quality, 

affordable prices, few cultural restrictions, and production efficiency resulting from genetic, 

nutritional, and aviary advances made in recent decades (Mottet and Tempio 2017, Milford et al. 

2019, Sakamoto et al. 2020). However, given the forecast of consumption, new research must be 

done. New technologies must be explored to guarantee even more efficiency in this sector to 

meet the future forecast. With the advancement of technology and computational power, 

artificial intelligence and machine learning have been beneficial and are used in various sectors. 

Furthermore, their use seems promising to increase production efficiency in the poultry industry. 

Thus, this literature review uses updated reference books on Artificial Intelligence and Machine 

Learning and recently published articles involving the use of LM in animal production of 

different species to understand better these tools and how they have been used. 

 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) 

In 1943 Walter Pitts and Warren McCulloch conducted the first work recognized as 

Artificial Intelligence or AI. They proposed a model based on the brain's basic physiology and 

neuron functions, analysis of propositional logic, and Turing's computation theory. In this model, 

each neuron would assume two modes, "on" and "off"; when the neighboring neurons stimulate a 
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neuron, it will take the "on" mode. Pitts and McCulloch showed that networks composed of these 

neurons could evaluate any computable function using logical connectives (such as AND, OR, 

and NOT). Moreover, they suggested that those networks could also learn (Russell and Norvig, 

2021). 

By 1950, Marvin Minsky and Dean Edmonds built the SNARC, the first neural network 

computer that simulates a network of 40 neurons (Russell and Norvig 2021). That same year, 

Alan Turing developed the Turing test and machine learning, genetic algorithms, and 

reinforcement learning concepts (Turing 1950, Russell and Norvig 2021). 

Although Machine Learning (ML) was born as a field of AI, whose objective was to learn 

patterns based on data in a strictly computational way in the late 1990s, ML began to establish 

itself as a computational science of its own, having many relationships with statistics (Izbicki 

and dos Santos, 2020). By early 2000, many researchers of ML began to treat it as a different 

field, with some relations to the AI field (Langley, 2011). 

By definition, learning is the process of gaining knowledge or understanding in 

something by studying, experiencing, or being taught; becoming aware by observation or 

information; receiving instruction; memorizing things; being informed of, ascertain (Witten and 

Witten 2017, ‘learning’ n.d.). For computers, it is practically impossible to test the achievement 

of learning from studying, for having been taught, from experience, information, or observation. 

Even if it is possible to ask a machine if it has knowledge of a particular field, that would only 

demonstrate the machine's ability to answer questions, not to learn. However, committing to 

memory, being informed of, and receiving instructions are very close to the meaning of machine 

learning, and its utilization can aim in performance improvements (Witten and Witten 2017). 
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Machine learning is a technique that can teach computers how to learn without explicitly 

programming them (Murphy, 2012, Shalev-Shwartz and Ben-David, 2014; Goodfellow et al., 

2016;El-Alfy and Mohammed, 2020). Using probability, experimental results, and learning 

algorithms instead of Boolean logic, philosophical claims, and hand-coding, ML becomes 

interesting for real-world applications (Cohen, 1995, as cited in Russell and Norvig 2021). 

Everyone uses ML in their day-to-day tasks consciously or unconsciously, such as social media 

or shopping recommendations (Dey, 2016). The internet and significant advances in computing 

power culminated in creating substantial data sets composed of text, images, audio, video, 

genomic data, social networks, among many others, known as “big data”. As a result, developers 

created new algorithms that benefit from this vast amount of data (Russell and Norvig, 2021). To 

Bank and Brill (2001), as cited in Russell and Norvig (2021), increasing the size of the data set 

by two or three times offers a gain in performance that exceeds any gain resulting from 

adjustments to the algorithms. 

Machine learning can solve problems without programmers having to program precisely 

what the machine has to do. This ability is essential since it is impossible to predict all future 

scenarios, situations, and outcomes. It is also helpful when the programmer has no idea how to 

program the necessary solutions (Russell and Norvig 2021). Figure 1 is a representation of the 

following steps common to most Machine Learning Processes (Bonaccorso 2017): 

 

1. Data collection; 

2. Normalization; 

3. Dimensionality reduction or Data augmentation 

4. Data conversion; 

6. Modeling / Grid search / Cross-validation; 

7. Visualization. 
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of a Machine Learning architecture (from Bonaccorso 2017).  

 

According to Russell and Norvig (2021), it is possible to define the learning problem in 

two types based on its objectives. When the output is in a finite set of values, such as "true or 

false," or "rainy, sunny or cloudy," this problem is called classification. On the other hand, when 

the output is numeric, which can be an integer or a real number, such as temperatures, this 

problem is called regression. 

Russell and Norvig (2021) also state that there are three main types of learning related to 

inputs. When we have paired inputs and outputs, and the objective is a function that leads from 

the input to the output, such as photos accompanied by labels that say whether the images are of 

buses or pedestrians. The goal is to predict if new images will be of buses or pedestrians, which 

is supervised learning. Unsupervised learning applies to situations with no explicit label assigned 
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to the inputs, where the learning task is free to identify patterns in the inputs, as occurs in 

clusters. Furthermore, reinforcement learning is when the program learns through a series of 

reinforcements, in the form of rewards and punishments, as when the program learns to play 

chess when it receives rewards (when it wins) or punishments (when it loses) and relates them to 

the actions that led to these reinforcements. In summary, there is a set of results in supervised 

learning that must organize the data to reproduce these results. There is no set of results in 

unsupervised learning, and the algorithm attempts to find patterns and associations between the 

data. In reinforcement learning, algorithms learn how to react appropriately to a particular state 

(Auger et al. 2020). 

Dey (2016) also included on the learning types the Semi-Supervised learning, which is a 

combination of supervised and unsupervised learning used where the data is unlabeled and 

generating the label will be a difficult or tedious task. Multitask learning aims to increase 

learning performance by remembering how a problem was solved and applying solutions to 

similar problems. Ensemble learning is a combination of different learning algorithms, such as 

Naïve Bayes, neural network, and decision tree to solve situations where a collection of learnings 

is better than single learning algorithms. Neural Network learning simulates the functioning of 

neurons with three layers: the input (functioning as dendrites); the processing layer (functioning 

as the soma and axons); and the output layer (as the dendritic terminals). Instance-Based 

Learning is where the algorithms learns a pattern and tries to apply it to new data, using the test 

data together with the training data; this algorithm increases according to the size of the data 

(Caruana 1997, Opitz and Maclin 1999, Zhu and Goldberg 2009, Sharma et al. 2012, Dey 2016, 

‘Instance-based learning’ 2021). Figure 2 is a flow chart with the different types of Machine 

Learning from Dey (2016). 
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Figure 2. Types of Learning with some of the algorithms commonly used for each type (from 

Dey 2016). 

 

 

 

Machine Learning Algorithms 

Various types of machine learning algorithms are available, and the specific kind of task 

determines which is most appropriate (Auger et al. 2020). This section will briefly describe some 

of the typical Machine Learning Algorithms and methods. 

 

Decision trees and Random Forest 

The decision tree consists of a function representation of sequential tests and decisions 

from the root point passing to the branches and reaching a final leaf (decision). Each node of a 

tree is a test for the input and directs it to the next branch. The leaf nodes are the value returned 

by the function. Figure 3 is an example of a decision tree function to decide to wait for a table at 

a restaurant. The leaves, in this example, are the yes and no decisions (Russell and Norvig 2021). 
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Figure 3. Decision Tree to determine if someone should wait for a table (from Russell and 

Norvig 2021). 

 

Decision trees are easy to interpret. However, they tend to have low predictive power, 

and some methods circumvent these limitations. One of them is random forests, which combine 

several trees to predict the same problem (Izbicki and dos Santos 2020). 

 

Naïve Bayes 

Naive Bayes classifier simplifies the Bayesian classifier by assuming that resources are 

class independent. It has been proven effective in several practical approaches, such as medical 

diagnostics and performance management systems and competes with more sophisticated 

classifiers (Rish, 2001). 
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Support-vector machines 

Support-Vector Machines (SVM) is a classification method that defines a boundary 

(hyperplane) between two classes, allowing labels' prediction. The hyperplane boundary is 

oriented as far as possible from the point closest to each class (Huang et al. 2018). Figure 4 is a 

representation of an SVM classifier from Russell and Norvig (2021). 

 

Figure 4. Representation of SVM classifier (from Russell and Norvig 2021). 

 

Artificial neural networks and Single Layer Perceptron 

An artificial neural network or ANN is a structure that connects two layers, an input and 

an output. It is called neural because of the basic computational unit (artificial neuron, Figure 5) 

and its interconnections. The artificial neuron is inspired in a biological neuron, where the 

dendrites are the inputs with synaptic weights, the axon is the output, and the cellular body is the 

activation equation.. A neuron connects to others by input channels, and each one has a synaptic 
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weight. The input is multiplied by the weights and summed by an activation function 

(Bonaccorso 2017). The described network is also called Single Layer Perceptron (SLP) 

(Golovko 2017) (Figure 6). 

 

Figure 5. Artificial neuron  representation (from Bonaccorso 2017). 

 

 
Figure 6. Single Layer Perceptron Network Representation (from Golovko 2017). 
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Multilayer Perceptron and Deep Learning 

Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP), represented in Figure 7, is a step forward from the SLP, 

which has at least three layers, An input layer, an output layer, and hidden(s) layer(s). All 

neurons from a layer are connected to every neuron of the other layer becoming highly non-

linear and allowing modeling complex scenarios. Although powerful, MLPs have limitations by 

the nature and number of layers (Bonaccorso 2017). 

 

Figure 7. Multi-layer Perceptron (from Bonaccorso 2017). 

Having many layers (Figure 8) and using a higher computational power available through 

technological development, mainly GPUs (Graphics Processing Unit), Deep Learning has 

advantages in high-dimensional data, such as images, audio, and video. It allows models to learn 
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with multiple abstraction levels to identify intricate patterns in large sets of data. (LeCun et al. 

2015, Izbicki and dos Santos 2020, Russell and Norvig 2021). 

 

Figure 8. Deep learning Network Representation (from Russell and Norvig 2021). 

 

Agriculture and Livestock 4.0  

The term 4.0 is an analogy to the fourth industrial revolution that consists of technologies 

related to AI and IoT (Internet of Things), where it is possible to have self-optimized and self-

programmed machines (Santos et al. 2018). These technologies allow the physical and virtual 

worlds to merge and complement each other, constituting the Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS). 

The suffix 4.0 is used where solutions based on AI and ML are applied to increase the industry's 

decision-making power, resulting in the supply and management of a continuously rising volume 
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of data (Junior et al., 2021). This fourth industrial revolution is also taking place on farms, and 

the term used in this case is "Agriculture 4.0" (Rose and Chilvers 2018). Following the same 

reasoning, Junior et al. (2021) use Livestock 4.0 as the definition to apply those new 

technologies in precision zootechnics studies to optimize productive resources and improve 

animal production systems. They also ordered the steps involved when working with livestock 

4.0, starting with an efficient data collection, a robust network capable of transferring data safely, 

data management and processing, and finishing with the presentation and visualization of the 

results. It is possible to see a similarity in the structure suggested by Junior et al. (2021) and the 

basic structure described by Bonaccorso (2017). However, the first combines the steps related to 

data processing and adds an essential factor to Agriculture 4.0, the data transmission (Figure 9). 

According to the USDA report (Farm Computer Usage and Ownership 08/16/2019 

2019), from the farms surveyed in 2019, 75% have access to the internet, 73% have access to 

computers, and over 50% use smartphones and tablets in their businesses. Also, 48% use 

broadband internet.  According to Wolfert et al. (2017), intelligent machines and sensors on 

farms will increase and further increase the amount of data in this sector, leading to acceptable 

use of big data techniques and processing. Besides, real-time events will also be used to create 

intelligent alerts, thus reducing human resources in these more mondain operational functions; 

however, in functions that require higher levels of intelligence, human decision-making skills 

and intervention will be paramount. 
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Figure 9. The general architecture of data management systems and main concepts of Animal 

Production 4.0. (from Junior et al. 2021, translated from Portuguese to English). 

 

Machine Learning on Animal Production  

According to Liakos et al. (2018), it is possible to apply ML techniques in Livestock 

management to monitor behaviors and detect diseases or problems related to welfare and monitor 

the production line to make better economic estimates and deal with issues in the production 

system. This section will relate articles that address these aspects, focusing on the ML algorithm 

and its achievements. Those articles have been organized based on the main ML algorithm used. 

In this first article, Iamartino et al. (2017) used R-Studio and mixed models and 

regression packages on bovine genotype databases to design and validate an SNP-Chip (Single 

Nucleotide Polymorphisms). Capable of analyzing water buffalo genomes, the Chip helps 

investigate buffalo populations' structure and distinguish their origin. The project can serve 

various genetic studies and genome-assisted selection programs. 
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Ebrahimie et al. (2018) conducted a study to find sub-clinical mastitis indicators. The 

team identified lactose concentration and milk's electrical conductivity as interesting indicators 

using attribute weighting algorithms. These findings can drive new studies on those indicators. 

In an article published in the Journal of Dairy Science, Ghaffari et al. (2020) used 

Machine Learning classifiers on metabolic data to clustering individual dairy cows into different 

metabolic phenotype groups. One group showed higher feed and energy intake than the others 

while producing equal milk quantities but higher protein content. The study indicates that the 

standard classification methods used in dairy cows (Body Condition Score and Backfat 

Thickness) may not be sufficient to estimate all individuals' needs. 

In a study aimed at animal welfare, as well as the optimization of productivity and 

profitability in sheep farms conducted by Al-Rubaye et al. (2018), the MATLAB classifier 

model selected the simple decision tree algorithm as the most efficient in the early prediction of 

lameness for the group of data collected by acceleration sensors and associated with images 

tagged with the degree of lameness injury, this study indicates a path for future studies related to 

this disease.  

On a dairy cattle farm, Dettmann et al. (2020) used milk fatty acid profiles generated by 

Fourier-transform Infrared Spectroscopy to predict Bodyweight Change in early lactation cows. 

The group used random forest algorithms with a low RMSE (Root Mean Square Error) and a 

determination coefficient of 0.94. Although this prediction is not suitable for practical pre-

lactation prediction purposes, since the data obtained comes from milk, the results can improve 

future lactations' performance.  

Ramzan et al. (2020) also used random forest classifiers to identify single-nucleotide 

polymorphism (SNP) associated with shell quality in commercial brown laying hens. In this 
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study, the data used were collected from 892 chickens using SNP chips. The team identified 

5,541 SNPs associated with the shell's strength, leading to genetic improvements in laying strains 

and other studies. 

Mollenhorst et al. (2019) used a Boosted Tree algorithm called the "Gradient Boosting 

Machine" to predict pneumonia and growth rate in pigs. This algorithm is part of the R package 

h2o.gbm. The team generated models capable of predicting these two factors based on data from 

performance collected until the beginning of the growing-finishing phase, with prediction 

performances higher than 60% for pneumonia and 70% for growth rate. 

Nikoloski et al. (2019) used clustering tree algorithms to process information regarding 

herbage production. These data contained various information about the environment, soil types, 

and soil management variables, generating decision trees to estimated herbage production and 

nutrient uptake on grass-based dairy farms. 

Tong et al. (2017) used Support Vector Machines (SVM) to predict mastitis and improve 

milk quality and dairy cows' production. The team identified 184 Long intergenic noncoding 

RNAs (lincRNAs) that affect clinical mastitis and milk quality and production. These findings 

may help to understand the types and roles of lincRNAs in bovine mammary glands. 

Tusell et al. (2020) developed an efficient method based on SVM to predict Average 

Daily Gain and Residual Feed Intake by analyzing data from pigs collected by low-density SNP 

Chips. The technique can be used to improve genetic selection and benefit all pig production.   

Fernández-Carrión et al. (2017) worked to detect African Swine Fever (ASF). The team 

used the Optical flow algorithm implemented in MATLAB combined with SVM classifiers and 

k-means algorithms to identify animals' speed and direction in motion and pair this data with 

body temperature data for each individual. They found significant ASF-related movement 
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changes in the order of 95% four days after the animals' infection, the same day when it is 

possible to identify the ASF virus with qPCR blood analysis, configuring a possible alternative 

automated non-invasive method of diagnosis. 

To improve dairy cattle production, Nguyen et al. (2020) compared the performance of 

different methods in predicting milk production improvement based on monitoring nutrition 

supplies in 30 cows. They tested multiple linear regression and ML algorithms. They identified 

that the SVM provides the best performance and computational cost relation, correctly predicting 

the production of 13 individuals with the slightest error. Random Forest correctly predicted in 15 

individuals; however, the computational time was higher. The team considered this method the 

second-best option, followed by the linear models and Artificial Neural Networks models, with 5 

and 3 individuals correctly predicted, respectively. 

Aiming to predict milk fat content, protein content, and milk yield, Fuentes et al. (2020) 

created two models based on artificial neural networks, using environmental and production data 

collected over four years from 312 cows on a robotic dairy farm. Both models had more than 

86% correlation and low mean square error. 

Ramírez-Morales et al. (2017) based their studies on seven years of unprocessed data 

from commercial egg farms. The team developed a model using artificial neural networks 

composed of one hidden layer and 25 neurons. The model can automatically detect egg 

production anomalies with more than 98% accuracy one day before the problem occurs in the 

field. 

Ellis et al. (2020) conducted an in vitro study of methane production from ruminal micro-

organisms. They found that Artificial Neural Networks and Support Vector Regression models 

exceed the predictability of CH4 performed by Meta-analysis models. The comparison between 
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ML and Meta-analysis models showed a Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) of prediction below 

ten and Correlation coefficient over 0.9 to ML models. At the same time, the Meta-analysis had 

over 14 of RMSE and under 0.8 of correlation. 

Testing different types of Machine Learning Algorithms, Wang et al. (2020) identified 

Back Propagation Neural Network as the model with ideal estrus identification performance in 

dairy cows. The model used behavior data collected from movements sensors installed in 12 

cows for 12 days. This model had a computing time of 30 minutes and more than 88% detection 

accuracy. 

Mullins et al. (2019) evaluated an automated body condition scoring (BCS) vision system 

on dairy cows. This system can analyze images with cameras and commercial software and 

locate key characteristics to calculate the scores automatically. This system showed a lower error 

in a score range between 3 and 3.75 than manual scoring, commonly practiced. 

In a similar vision system study, Zhao et al. (2020) used images collected with infrared 

3D cameras to determine BCS on dairy cows automatically. The team used classified images 

database to train Deep learning Backpropagation Network models. As a result, the models 

automatically predicted the scores with high precision and good performance. 

To detect digital dermatitis (DD), Cernek et al. (2020) used more than 3500 DD lesion 

images to train a model using a Convolutional Neural Network architecture named YOLOv2 

(YOLO is an acronym of "You Only Look Once"). The model had an accuracy of 71% on the 

internal validation and 88% on the external validation to classify DD lesions on new images 

from a commercial dairy farm. 

Chang et al. (2020) developed an egg catcher robot to minimize labor costs on free-range 

egg production systems. The robot uses a deep learning image classification model and computer 
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vision systems to recognize eggs with 94.7 and 97.6%. The robot is also able to define the best 

path and counter obstacles. 

In this last article,  Murillo et al. (2020) aimed at welfare. The team used accelerometer 

sensors and Nearest-Neighbor Classifiers to classify hens' behavior and related them to mite 

infestation. The team found that Preening behavior is highly correlated to mite infestation, and 

identifying this behavior in a flock can be a warning sign. 

 

Final Considerations 

This review briefly describes the history and application of machine learning in animal 

production.  The reviewed articles illustrate that animal production systems can benefit from 

using these technologies when analyzing data from sensors and new methods of observation and 

from data that are commonly collected in production systems. However, studies that work only 

with these data have a reduced number. 

As computing capacity increases and component costs decrease, there is an acceleration 

in the development of new machine learning methods that benefit from computational power and 

large amounts of data (driven mainly by the sales, advertisement, and entertainment industry).  

Machine learning technology will be increasingly common in several research areas in a 

multidisciplinary way. Therefore, researchers and food industry experts from different areas 

must understand these technologies' logic and application methods to better advantage of ML 

capabilities. 
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Objectives, Outputs, and Organization of the dissertation 

During this literature review, there was a remarkable lack of works that used data commonly 

collected within animal production systems for ML methods and applications to organize, filter 

and analyze the data.  To address this knowledge gap, the hypothesis of this dissertation is 

“Machine Learning Algorithms can be used for predictive modeling and decision-making 

tool creation from production data routinely collected by commercial broiler production 

companies”. 

 

Objectives 

The objectives of this work are as follows: 

1) Verify if commonly collected poultry companies’ data can be used within ML algorithms. 

2) Show what data are commonly collected by companies, how to organize them, and how to 

extract more information from this data. 

3) Provide methodologies that can help the utilization of ML in academic and industrial poultry 

research. 

 

Outcomes 

This work's outcomes are the methodologies created and their codes to apply ML in 3 significant 

applications: 

1) Identify interest variables for new researches. 

2) Create tailored models. 

3) Develop decision-making tools. 
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Organization of the dissertation 

This dissertation is divided into three chapters and one appendix.  

The first chapter (Poultry company data collection, organization, and augmentation) 

describes the data collection process within poultry companies. Furthermore, it describes how to 

organize the data to generate a structured dataset and obtain more information from the data 

received by applying data augmentation. A dataset was generated and utilized in the following 

chapters to develop and demonstrate the methodologies and the codes to apply them.  

The second chapter (Feature Selection and Methodology Applied on Poultry Industry 

Data to Identify Attributes Influencing FCR for Research and Management Improvement) 

creates a methodology to identify interest variables that may lead to new research, hypotheses, or 

direct investments. A high-performance feature selection library was used in this methodology 

with Feed Conversion Ratio as the variable of interest. The methodology as created and 

described can be used for any variable of interest present in a dataset. The Python code to use the 

methodology and installation instructions are provided, and the complete Python code is 

presented in the appendix of this dissertation. 

The final chapter (Real Feed Intake Estimation, Modeling and Decision making-tool 

creation using ML) creates and demonstrates a methodology to develop tailored models to any 

variable of interest in a dataset. Two high-efficiency automatic Machine Learning libraries were 

used in the methodology. A second methodology to create decision-making tools was developed 

and described using the first methodology as a basis. The Real Feed Intake was used to 

demonstrate the first methodology. In contrast, the second methodology demonstration was made 

to suggest which growth promoter could be used to achieve a desired European Broiler Index. 

All the instructions and codes are described herein, and the Python codes are presented in full in 
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the appendix and are ready to be copied and used in other datasets. The only modifications 

needed are the name and path of the files used (input files) and the variable of interest names, 

which should be changed to match the users' goals and variable names. 

All computational tools used in the methodologies are free to use and open-source, which 

means that the source code is available and can be inspected, modified, and redistributed. 
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CHAPTER 1  

Poultry companies' data collection, organization, and augmentation 

Abstract 

As global demand for poultry products produced by sustainable and socially accountable 

production systems increases, data management and analytics is becoming a priority for relavant 

and timely decision-making.  The commercial poultry industry collects copious production data 

for bench marking and economic assessment purposes; but, with new emerging digital 

technologies, this data could be used to identify potential avenues of research.  Artificial 

Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) have improved data analytics and discovery 

efficiency in medicine, business, and other commercial sectors. Similar capabilities could 

contribute to the poultry and food animal production industry. Collection and organization of 

existing production data is critical for appropriate AI and ML data analytics. This chapter aims to 

demonstrate the process of organizing the received data and data augmentation, which allows the 

extraction of more information from the available data, resulting in a dataset that will be used in 

the following chapters. In addition to the processes, this chapter also identifies failures in data 

collection and suggests alternatives to overcome them. Five Brazilian poultry companies agreed 

to collaborate with this research and share data on poultry production, feed composition, and 

housing from 2016 until 2021. The data received consisted of 7,188 production results, 661 feed 

formulations, and 274 housing data, which were organized to generate the complete dataset. 

Production data usually are well organized and stored. However, although many factors are 

common among companies, such as FCR, FI, and BW, each company has a particular set of 

measured factors and a particular structure to save them. The different structures and storage 

systems make it challenging to combine the data generated in different parts of the production 
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process, such as, for example, the feed mill and matrices, with the data referring to the 

production of each batch. Furthermore, a large part of the data collected inside the aviaries 

during production and the specific feed used is stored separately from the production data, being 

difficult to obtain or ending up lost. Forms were created to facilitate and standardize data 

collection referring to the houses to reduce the abovementioned challenges. Data Augmentation 

techniques were applied to retrieve more information from the original data to improve ML 

algorithms performance. The data organized contained 7,188 instances and 45 attributes; after 

the augmentation process, a 23.3 MB Comma Separated Value (CSV) file containing 7,188 

instances (poultry flocks) and 846 attributes (variables) was generated. There were missing 

values as expected in many real-world datasets that may challenge some ML algorithms 

applications, although many algorithms can deal with missing data by replacing it with mean 

values or classes. Those values were left empty, so the algorithms could adequately process 

them. In conclusion, one CSV file reflecting actual industry production data was generated and 

ready for ML applications. Future research aiming for better information integration and data 

storage standards are required to facilitate and improve ML modeling on poultry meat industries. 
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Introduction 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) based technologies bring 

significant gains and efficiency in various sectors. We can exploit them to increase efficiency in 

animal production, minimize costs and maximize output, in addition to reducing carbon, 

minimizing wastes, and decreasing the use of antibiotics (Neethirajan, 2020).  Machine learning, 

like any analysis technique, requires data to be applied. ML modeling and prediction techniques 

require data to train the models. These data can be in various formats, such as videos, images, 

texts, and time series. The most common type is commonly referred to as tabular data or 

structured data, which is presented in tables with rows and columns (Brownlee, 2020). Brownlee 

(2020) also states that data preparation is one of the most crucial areas of ML, and it consists of 

transforming raw data into a form that is more appropriate for modeling. 

ML, like any analysis technique, requires data to be applied on. Sensors, digital 

controllers, and robotics are being increasingly used in animal research and production 

monitoring, as well as data generation, but their application requires time and investment. AI and 

ML are widely used by precision crop science, involving soil sensors, mapping, and other 

technologies. But due to the cost of implementation and lack of awareness on producers, 

precision livestock farming is far behind in adoption and use of tools related to ML as compared 

to the crop industry (Boghossian et al. 2018). Commercial poultry production companies 

generate and collect an enormous amount of data regarding rearing conditions, feed production, 

carcass yield, and the zootechnical results obtained in each flock. However, a large part of this 

data is not stored correctly and is lost or difficult to retrieve. The zootechnical results are used to 

measure product performance and to pay producers, and because of that, they end up being saved 

so the stakeholders can have access to them in a form they can understand. Although, data that is 
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a record of the reality inside the farms during production (e.g. temperature, humidity, lighting, 

and weekly weights, as well as more precise details about the feed such as analysis of ingredients 

and any problems in their manufacture) usually end up being lost or difficult to match after the 

end of flock's cycle. All these data could be suitably archived and organized, and then used to 

design models and applications that would be of great importance to improve production 

efficiency and direct investments and resources. This first chapter aims to demonstrate data 

received from commercial poultry production companies can be organized and subjected to an 

augmentation processes that allows for more information to be mined or extracted. The generated 

dataset was used to develop methodologies for the utilization and application of ML for decision-

making and hypothesis generation in the poultry industry. 

 The data received is proprietary, and, consequently, data and models created from it are 

not available to be published or shared. Nevertheless, the outcome of this work is the 

methodologies and the codes that are fully available in this dissertation.   
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Materials and Methods 

Data and Sources: 

In order to test the data management and preparation methodology for ML applications, 

actual production data was procured from five Brazilian poultry companies in 2019, who 

requested their identity and data remain anonymous and not published or made public. The data 

was a collection of broiler production records, broiler housing information, and feed information 

fed to each flock from 2016 until 2021. These five commercial poultry companies were either 

vertically integrated or production cooperatives with holdings in different geographical regions 

of Brazil. This variability of data source allowed for a more comprehensive dataset with diverse 

regional and production aspects. The data sourced from these five companies during the last five 

years collectively produced each month over 6,867,945 Birds, 16,503 metric tons of broiler meat, 

and the flocks consumed over 33,922 metric tons of feed. The data received consisted of 7,188 

individual flock production results, 661 feed formulations, and 274 different housing data 

records, in total 1,354 files among spreadsheets, pdfs, and pictures were received with a 

combined size of 80.6 MB, which was subsequently organized to generate the complete dataset 

according to the methodology described herein.  

Although data associated with production results were relatively easier to obtain, the data 

associated with the feed used during each flock production cycle and specific data for each 

production house were much more challenging to procure.  Because these companies did not 

have a centralized system to store this data, much information was lost. As these companies 

could not assign employees specifically to collect data for this research, survey forms (Figures 

10-14) were created and distributed to the companies to complete the general attributes of 

houses, location, litter, feeders, and drinkers. Table 1 contains a list of all the codes and 
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descriptions of the variables received associated with broiler production; Table 2 contains the 

codes received and their descriptions associated with broiler housing; and Table 3 contains the 

codes and descritions of all the variables received associated with broiler feed. 

 

 

Figure 10. The form's header was distributed to the companies to collect house aspects data. 

 

 

Figure 11. The form's header was distributed to the companies to collect location data. 

 

 

Figure 12. The form's header was distributed to the companies to collect litter data. 
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Figure 13. The form's header was distributed to the companies to collect feeders' data. 

 

 

Figure 14. The form's header was distributed to the companies to collect drinkers' data. 
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Table 1. Codes and descriptions of production data variables received from boiler production 

companies located throughout Brazil. 

Production Data 

Variable Description 

P_Flock Flock identification (Needed to match with housing data) 

P_Brds_m2 House density (birds/m²) 

P_H_Brds Number of housed birds  

P_H_Wgt Mean weight of chicks on housing day in grams 

P_H_Day Housing Day (dd/mm/yyyy) 

P_Sl_Day Slaughter Day (dd/mm/yyyy) 

P_Breed Bird's breed 

P_Sl_Brds Number of slaughtered birds  

P_Bd_Wgt Final body weight in kilograms 

P_Sl_Age  Slaughter age in days 

P_FI  Feed Intake in kilograms 

P_FCR  Feed conversion ratio  

P_ADG  Average daily gain  

P_DB Mortality (%) 

P_EBI European Broiler Index  

 

Table 2. Codes and descriptions of house data variables received from broiler production 

companies located throughout Brazil. 

 

House Data 

Variable Description 

H_Flock Flock identification (Needed to match with housing data) 

H_H-Tp House Type (i.e., Concrete, concrete with curtains) 

H_Area_M2 House area in m² 

H_Loct House's city 

H_Lat House's GPS latitude   

H_Long House's GPS longitude   

H_ZIP ZIP code 

H_Pressure Type of ventilation system (positive or negative pressure) 

H_Litte_Tp Litter type 

H_Max_Fl_Ltr Maximum number of flocks raised on the same litter  

H_Feedr_Tp Feeder type  

H_Drkr_Tp Drinker type  
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Table 3. Codes and descriptions of feed data variables received from broiler production 

companies located throughout Brazil. 

 

Feed Data 

Variable Description 

F_Ing Ingredient name and characteristic (i.e., Corn 7.5% CP) 

F_Amt Amount of ingredient in feed (%) 

F_Batch_Sz Batch volume size in metric tons 

F_ST_FD_Age Age at which birds start to eat the feed in days 

F_E_FD_Age Age at which birds stop to eat the feed in days 

F_St_Date Date on which feed began to be used (dd/mm/yyyy) 

F_E_Date Date when feed stopped being used (dd/mm/yyyy) 

 

The data was received in different formats and arrangements. Spreadsheets, pdfs, and 

pictures were organized and transcribed to create a single spreadsheet containing all the 

information, which was the most time-consuming part of this research. The companies collected 

different kinds of data and stores it in different formats; consequently, the organization process 

required a considerable amount of time. Some of the pdfs and pictures received were low 

resolution, making it difficult to retrieve their data. Some of this data was ignored as it was 

impossible to define their values accurately. The dataset created was structured such that the 

rows were the instances (individuals or independent concepts) to be learned. In this study, the 

instances were the production flocks, and the columns were the numeric or nominal attributes 

(variables), such as body weight, temperature, or breed (Witten and Witten, 2017, Brownlee, 

2020). The objective of this data organization process was to have all the information associated 

with an individual flock in one single line. Any spreadsheet software, text editor, or programing 

language can be used for this process, and the software and file format decision must be made 

according to its capacity to work with the size of the dataset collected. Functions to manipulate 

data, such as calculations and combinations, append, split and merge, and the users' familiarity 
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with the software must be considered in order to make the data organization process more 

efficient. Microsoft Excel 2019 was used as the database spreadsheet software in this project. 

Excel 2019 can accommodate up to 1048576 rows and 16384 columns (‘Excel specifications and 

limits’ n.d.), which met our final dataset’s requirements. Alternatively, Apache OpenOffice Calc 

4.1.11 could be used; but, although it accommodates the same number of rows, only it 

accommodates 1024 columns (‘Documentation/FAQ/Calc/Miscellaneous/What’s the maximum 

number of rows and cells for a spreadsheet file? - Apache OpenOffice Wiki’ n.d.).  

The file format chosen to save the dataset was CSV (Comma-Separated Values). This 

format is a simplified file with limited formatting, which is compatible with the ML modeling 

process and does not need any external dependencies (Brownlee, 2020). In many countries, 

including Brazil, the decimal separator is the comma; in this case, the CSV format used semi 

commas instead of comma as the column delimiters (‘CSV, Comma Separated Values (RFC 

4180)’ 2020). 

 

Data Augmentation 

According to Russell and Norvig (2021), the use of data augmentation techniques can be 

beneficial when data is limited. These techniques are founded on the premise that the original 

data has more information that can be extracted (Shorten and Khoshgoftaar, 2019). They aim to 

introduce unobserved data or latent variables to the samples through features derived from the 

original data using functions (van Dyk and Meng 2001, Bonaccorso 2017). Witten and Witten 

(2017) stated that even large databases can benefit from data augmentation, which significantly 

improves the performance of learning algorithms. 
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Three data augmentation processes were used on the data set: 1) Date Data 

Augmentation; 2) Feed Data Augmentation; and 3) Weather Data Augmentation. 

 

Date Data Augmentation 

Computer software stores and deals with dates as sequential numbers; for example, 

Microsoft Excel uses the serial number “1” for 01/01/1900 and “2” for 01/02/1900. For the date 

01/01/2021, the serial number is “44,197”. Excel adds 1 to the serial dates for each day 

(‘DATEVALUE function’ n.d.). While this is essential to utilize data in calculations and 

functions, the sense of cyclicity is lost. Unless the software or algorithm is designed to deal with 

months, year seasons, weeks, and days of weeks, it will interpret the same day of the year in two 

sequential years as a simple increment of 365 to the first day’s serial number (in regular years). 

In this scenario, the effects of seasons and their climate on the poultry production or weekend 

reduced workforce will not be available for the learning process. To circumvent these possible 

issues, all dates on the original dataset generated six new variables: Year; Month; Day_Month; 

Day_Year; Week; Day_Week. Day_Year is the sequential number of days in a year going from 1 

to 366. Week is the sequential number of weeks in a year going from 1 to 53.  Week_Day is the 

sequential number of the day in a week going from 1 to 7 (Sunday is “1” and Saturday is “7”). 

 

Feed Data Augmentation 

The feed data received included composition of ingredients and additives but not their 

nutrient and active principles, such as the growth promoter molecule concentration. Additives, as 

growth promoters and anticoccidials, were expressed by the name of the active principle used.  

Enzymes were expressed as present or not for carbohydrases, phytases, and proteases. It was 
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impossible to isolate the specific enzyme or its concentrations or the additive dosages because 

the majority of the feed only expressed the enzymes with generic names and had additives inside 

the premixes. 

An Excel spreadsheet was developed to transform the ingredient composition into the 

nutrient composition by multiplying each ingredient matrix by its inclusion in the feed. Since no 

ingredient analysis was included in the source data, the nutrient matrix values for each feed 

formula ingredient were obtained from the Brazilian Tables for Poultry and Swine 4th Edition, 

which includes nutrient composition of 100 ingredients based on thousands of chemical analyses 

and animal trials with Brazilian feedstuff (Rostagno et al. 2017). 

The nutrients collected from the Brazilian Tables for Poultry and Swine were as follows: 

Main Components: Dry Matter; Starch; Crude Fiber (CF); Ether Extract (EE); 

Digestible EE Poultry; Linoleic Acid; Linolenic Acid.  

Energy: Gross Energy; Poultry Metabolizable Energy. 

Minerals: Ash; Potassium (K); Sodium (Na); Chlorine (Cl); Sulfur (S); Magnesium 

(Mg); Total Calcium (Ca); Total Phosphorus (P); Phytate P; Available P (Pav). 

Amino acids, Total and Poultry Standardized Ileal Digestibility (SID): Crude Protein; 

Lysine; Methionine; Met + Cys; Threonine; Tryptophan; Arginine; Gly + Ser; Valine; 

Isoleucine; Leucine; Histidine; Phenylalanine; Phe + Tyr; Alanine; Cystine; Tyrosine; Glycine; 

Serine; Proline; Glutamine; Glutamic acid; Asparagine; Aspartic acid; Total Nitrogen (CP/6.25); 

Essential Nitrogen Poultry. 

 Each feed was arranged with all the variables generated in one single line. This 

information was added to the data set for each feed phase period for each flock. This process 
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generated a considerable amount of attributes (variables), as it was essential to present the 

nutrients consumed according to the birds' age so it could be analyzed by the ML algorithms. 

 

Weather Data Augmentation 

Poultry flock growth performance is affected by climate: temperature, wind speed, 

humidity, and light influence birds' behavior and physiology. Feeding and drinking times are 

directly related to the thermal sensation; high temperatures reduce the animal's feeding appetite 

and increase the water intake (Vandana et al. 2021). Furthermore, climate also influences the 

quality of feed and disease propagation (Maciorowski et al. 2007, Berchieri Júnior et al., 2009). 

Therefore, it is also interesting to know the environmental challenges and their indirect effects on 

production performance. Past climate data should be analyzed to understand the risks and related 

impacts (Da Silva, 2006; Elijah and Adedapo, 2006; Irivboje et al., 2021). 

No information about temperatures, humidity, wind speed or light intensity temperature 

inside the houses, or external climate was received from the companies. Weather data was 

retrieved from weather stations using the INMET system (Brazilian’s National Meteorology 

Institute), containing data from 571 weather stations spread throughout the Brazilian territory 

(Figure 15). In this step, Global Positioning System (GPS) coordinates and CEP (Brazilian ZIP 

Code) provided by the companies were converted to Geocodes using IBGE's database (Brazilian 

Institute of Geography and Statistics). The Geocodes were applied to the INMET's Nearest 

Weather Sation API (Application Programming Interface) using the address: 

https://apiprevmet3.inmet.gov.br/estacao/proxima/<geocode>, which resulted in the closest 

weather station and its distance in kilometers from the geocode. The station and production dates 

were then combined with the INMET's historical weather data from 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 

https://apiprevmet3.inmet.gov.br/estacao/proxima/%3cgeocode%3e
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2020, and 2021 to obtain external weather conditions for each day of the life of the birds in each 

flock. 

 

Figure 15.  INMET’s Weather Station Map (‘INMET:: MAPA DAS ESTAÇÕES’ n.d.) Blue 

dots indicate conventional stations; green dots indicate automated stations; dots circulated in red 

were temporarily not operating when the image was generated (08/25/2021 at 2:39 pm). 
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Missing Data 

Most real-world datasets have missing or incomplete data; large datasets tend to have 

more missing attributes. Several reasons for missing data include difficulty in obtaining specific 

data records, differences in collecting standards, and similar but not identical data combinations 

(Witten and Witten, 2017, Brownlee, 2020, Russell and Norvig, 2021). Since many ML 

algorithms do not work with missing attributes, strategies to handle missing data are required 

(Brownlee, 2020). The algorithms capable of working with missing data make implicit 

assumptions about the values and importance of the missing attributes. Depending on the 

programmer's decision, some will fulfill missing numerical variables with means or zeros 

(Witten and Witten, 2017, Russell and Norvig, 2021). Zero values and missing values are 

different, as attributes may have a measured zero value. It is different from having a missing 

value indicating that it is unknown.  It is crucial not to replace a data cell for a missing value 

with “0” number because zero is a numerical value. In excel, leaving the cell empty will generate 

a CSV file indicating that the cell value is missing, and the ML algorithms will understand this 

information.  Removing attributes with missing values or instances containing missing attributes 

is a way to prepare datasets for ML algorithms that cannot deal with missing data or avoid 

assumption errors with those that can work with it. This step will be performed by the software 

coding as presented in the following chapters.  
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Results and Discussion 

Dataset and Attributes 

Before the data augmentation process, the organized dataset with all information received 

arranged and combined contained 7,188 instances (rows), the flocks, and 45 attributes (columns), 

variables. After the augmentation process, the "Total Dataset" generated contained 7,188 

instances and 846 attributes. Tables 4, 5, and 6 contain lists of all the variables codes and 

meanings generated after the augmentation process referring to flocks, feed, and weather, 

respectively. 

Table 4. Attributes and descriptions related to the flocks in the dataset after the data 

augmentation processes. 

Flocks' attributes 

Attribute Description 

P_Flock Flock identification (Needed to match with housing data) 

P_Brds_m2 House density (birds/m²) 

P_H_Brds Number of housed birds  

P_H_Day Housing Day (dd/mm/yyyy) 

P_H_Day_Year Housing's Year 

P_H_Day_Month  Housing's Month (1 to 12) 

P_H_Day_Day_Month Housing's day of month (1 to 31) 

P_H_Day_Day_Year Housing's day the year (1 to 366) 

P_H_Day_Week Housing's week (1 to 53) 

P_H_Day_Day_Week Housing's week day (1 to 7) 

P_Sl_Day Slaughter Day (dd/mm/yyyy) 

P_Sl_Day_Year Slaughter's Year 

P_Sl_Day_Month Slaughter's Month (1 to 12) 

P_Sl_Day_Day_Month Slaughter's day of month (1 to 31) 

P_Sl_Day_Day_Year Slaughter's day the year (1 to 366) 

P_Sl_Day_Week Slaughter's week (1 to 53) 

P_Sl_Day_Day_Week Slaughter's week day (1 to 7) 

P_Breed Bird's breed 

P_Sl_Brds Number of slaughtered birds  

P_Bd_Wgt Final body weight in kilograms 

P_Sl_Age  Slaughter age in days 

P_FI  Feed Intake in kilograms  
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Table 4. (Continued)  

P_FCR  Feed conversion ratio  

P_ADG  Average daily gain  

P_DB Mortality (%) 

P_EBI European Broiler Index  

Latitude GPS Latitude Coordinate 

Longitude GPS Longitude Coordinate 

Station Closest weather station ID code 

Station_Dist_Km Closest weather station distance in kilometers 

H_H-Tp House Type (Concrete, concrete with curtains) 

H_Litte_Tp Litter type 

H_Max_Fl_Ltr Maximum number of flocks raised on the same litter  

H_Feedr_Tp Feeder type  

H_Drkr_Tp Drinker type  

H_Pressure Type of ventilation system (positive or negative pressure) 

Curtain_Color Yellow, Blue, Grey, Black 

KG_Bird_Starter_Feed Starter feed intake by bird in kilograms 

KG_Bird_Grower_Feed Grower feed intake by bird in kilograms 

KG_Bird_Final_Feed Final feed intake by bird in kilograms 

 

Table 5. Attributes and descriptions related to the feeds in the dataset after the data augmentation 

process. 

Attributes for each feed phase 

Attribute Description 

Corn_7.5 Corn 7.5% of CP 

Soybean Toasted soy bean 

SBM_45 Soy bean meal 45% of CP 

SBM_46 Soy bean meal 46% of CP 

MBM_42 Meat and bone meal 42% of CP 

Feather_M Feather meal 

LIMESTONE Limestone 

Poult_FAT Poultry fat 

L-Lisine_60 Lysine source 

Methionine_83 Liquid Methionine 83% 

Methionine_99 Powder Methionine 99% 

Threonine Threonine 98% 

Salt Sodium chloride 

Choline Choline source 

Yeast Non specified yeast 

Adsorbent Non specified mycotoxin adsorbent 

Org_ACIDS_Comp Non specified organic acids 
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Table 5. (Continued)  

PX_VIT_MIN_ADD 
Non specified additives, vitamin and mineral 

premixes 

Dry Matter Feed's Dry Matter 

Starch Feed's Starch 

Crude Fiber (CF) Feed's Crude Fiber (CF) 

Ether Extract (EE) Feed's Ether Extract (EE) 

Digestible EE 

Poultry 
Feed's Digestible EE Poultry 

Linoleic Acid Feed's Linoleic Acid 

Linolenic Acid Feed's Linolenic Acid 

Gross Energy Feed's Gross Energy 

Metabolizable 

Energy 
Feed's Metabolizable Energy 

Ash, % Feed's Ash, % 

Potassium (K) Feed's Potassium (K) 

Sodium (Na) Feed's Sodium (Na) 

Chlorine (Cl) Feed's Chlorine (Cl) 

Sulfur (S) Feed's Sulfur (S) 

Magnesium (Mg) Feed's Magnesium (Mg) 

Total Calcium (Ca) Feed's Total Calcium (Ca) 

Total Phosphorus (P) Feed's Total Phosphorus (P) 

Phytate P Feed's Phytate Phosphorus 

Available P (Pav) Feed's Available P (Pav) 

Crude_Protein_T Feed's Total Crude Protein 

Lysine_T Feed's Total Lysine 

Methionine_T Feed's Total Methionine 

Met_Cys_T Feed's Total Methionine + Cysteine 

Threonine_T Feed's Total Threonine 

Tryptophan_T Feed's Total Tryptophan 

Arginine_T Feed's Total Arginine 

Gly_Ser_T Feed's Total Glycine + Serine 

Valine_T Feed's Total Valine 

Isoleucine_T Feed's Total Isoleucine 

Leucine_T Feed's Total Leucine 

Histidine_T Feed's Total Histidine 

Phenylalanine_T Feed's Total Phenylalanine 

Phe_Tyr_T Feed's Total Phenylalanine + Tyrosine 

Alanine_T Feed's Total Alanine 

Cystine_T Feed's Total Cysteine 

Tyrosine_T Feed's Total Tyrosine 

Glycine_T Feed's Total Glycine 
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Table 5. (Continued)  

Serine_T Feed's Total Serine 

Proline_T Feed's Total Proline 

Glutamine_T Feed's Total Glutamine 

Glutamic_acid_T Feed's Total Glutamic acid 

Asparagine_T Feed's Total Asparagine 

Aspartic_acid_T Feed's Total Aspartic acid 

Total_N_T Feed's Total Nitrogen 

Essential_N_T Feed's Total Essential Nitrogen 

Crude_Protein_SID Feed's SID Crude Protein 

Lysine_SID Feed's SID Lysine 

Methionine_SID Feed's SID Methionine 

Met_Cys_SID Feed's SID Methionine + Cysteine 

Threonine_SID Feed's SID Threonine 

Tryptophan_SID Feed's SID Tryptophan 

Arginine_SID Feed's SID Arginine 

Gly_Ser_SID Feed's SID Glycine + Serine 

Valine_SID Feed's SID Valine 

Isoleucine_SID Feed's SID Isoleucine 

Leucine_SID Feed's SID Leucine 

Histidine_SID Feed's SID Histidine 

Phenylalanine_SID Feed's SID Phenylalanine 

Phe_Tyr_SID Feed's SID Phenylalanine + Tyrosine 

Alanine_SID Feed's SID Alanine 

Cystine_SID Feed's SID Cysteine 

Tyrosine_SID Feed's SID Tyrosine 

Glycine_SID Feed's SID Glycine 

Serine_SID Feed's SID Serine 

Proline_SID Feed's SID Proline 

Glutamine_SID Feed's SID Glutamine 

Glutamic_acid_SID Feed's SID Glutamic acid 

Asparagine_SID Feed's SID Asparagine 

Aspartic_acid_SID Feed's SID Aspartic acid 

Total_N_SID Feed's SID Total Nitrogen 

Essential_N_SID Feed's SID Essential Nitrogen 

Growth_Promoter Growth promoter active principle 

Anticoccid Anticoccid active principle 

Ezymes Enzyme type ( Phitase, Protease, Carbohidrase) 
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Table 6. Attributes and descriptions related to the weather in the dataset after the data 

augmentation processes. 

Weather attributes for each production day 

Attribute Description 

TOTAL_PRECIPITATION_mm Day's total precipitation in mm 

AVERAGE_ATMOSPHERIC_PRESSURE_mB 
Day's average atmospheric pressure in 

mB 

DEW_POINT_TEMPERATURE_C Day's dew point temperature in °C 

MAX_TEMP_C Day's maximum temperature in °C 

AVERAGE_TEMP_C Day's average temperature in °C 

MIN_TEM_C Day's minimum temperature in °C 

AVERAGE_AIR_RELATIVE_HUMIDITY_PCT Day's average relative humidity in % 

MIN_AIR_RELATIVE_HUMIDITY_PCT Day's minimum relative humidity in % 

MAX_WIND_SPEED_m_s Day's maximum wind speed in m/s 

AVERAGE_WIND_SPEED_m_s Day's average wind speed in m/s 

 

This chapter addressed the first and most crucial step for every data analysis: collection 

and organization of broiler production field data composed of the more than 7,000 flocks from 

five Brazilian poultry companies fed during the period from 2016 to 2021.  Data security and 

confidentiality are high priorities for competitive broiler production companies, and so many 

companies use different means of data collection, file formatting and archiving, and dataset 

configuration to reduce the chance of a centralized breach in data access. The objective of this 

research and innovation work is to develop and test a practical method to collate the various 

forms and sources of data so that it can be subjected to ML analysis without compromising 

corporate confidentiality. In order to accomplish this objective, the challenges of data 

accessibility and data quality must be overcome. 

Data accessibility from broiler production companies is often a major constraint for the 

application of ML technologies. A lot of data is routinely collected all along the production 

chain, including data from the Broiler breeder farms, hatchery, feed mills, poultry grow-out 

farms, and processing plant through delivery to food and retail outlets.  Moreover, data is 
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collected from quality assurance laboratories, nutrition formulation services, and veterinary 

services.  However, associating this data to a common element, such as a grow-out flock 

settlement record, often results in data corruption, unavailability, or loss due to the lack of a 

centralized system to store and monitor the data.  Examples of poorly accessible data include 

details of light programs, housing climate control, weekly body weights of birds and feed, water 

consumption, ventilation, air quality, litter quality, daily mortality, flock health treatments, and 

feed ingredient nutrient analysis. Such metrics are directly in agreement with Junior et al. (2021), 

who also suggested that behavior metrics, sound pressure level, thermal comfort, air quality, 

litter moisture, and even vocalization are measurable attributes that could be interesting to animal 

production data collection and database construction. 

Data quality is required for analytical integrity and to make better decisions, and ideally, 

the same collecting methods should be used to guarantee its consistency (Junior et al. 2021). 

Because data could not be collected personally from the collaborating poultry production 

companies, access to quality data was only possible with the help and disposition of the 

companies and their collaborators. The data collected was not consistently equal among the 

companies, which hindered the progress in data organization, collation, and data quality 

assurance procedures. However, despite the difference between company data and the 

impossibility of using the same collection methods, ML tools can reduce noise and deal with 

“non-ideal” data by dimensionality reduction and feature selection procedures that can identify 

and remove attributes that  jeopardize the quality of the models, always looking for a model with 

a minor error (Murphy, 2012, Brownlee, 2020). 

Applications and digital internet of things (IoT) technologies of data collection, 

summarization, and visualization are developing exponentially. According to GlobalData 
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forecasts, the global IoT market was estimated at $586 billion in 2019; by 2020, that number has 

grown to $622 billion and is projected to grow to $1,077 billion by 2024, an annual growth rate 

(CAGR) of 13% (‘Global IoT market will surpass the $1 trillion mark by 2024, says GlobalData’ 

2021). Standardization of data collection, storage techniques, and integration between the 

different processes is one of the main challenges of industry 4.0 (Santos et al., 2018). Therefore, 

efficient data collection systems development and implementation using smartphones and tablets 

connected with WiFi, BlueTooth, or 5G networks to a centralized database, would be essential to 

increase modeling speed and quality. These technological advancements will greatly help meet 

the objectives to increase poultry production efficiency while reducing costs and resources 

utilization (Santos et al., 2018, Junior et al., 2021). 

In conclusion, it was possible to verify the existing difficulties in the current data 

collection and storage system and methods to minimize these problems, such as using forms, for 

example. It is essential to point out these difficulties so that solutions can be developed, which, 

in addition to facilitating data collection and analysis, would also be helpful for future use on a 

larger scale of sensor-based collection methods. Nevertheless, the objectives proposed for this 

chapter were met since the type of data available and the processes of data organization and data 

augmentation were described. The dataset generated in this chapter was used to create and 

demonstrate methodologies in the following chapters, which cover general problems in three 

significant applications: 1) Identify interest variables for new research; 2) Create tailored models; 

and 3) Develop decision-making tools. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 Feature Selection and Methodology Applied on Poultry Industry Data to Identify 

Attributes Influencing FCR for Research and Management Improvement. 

 Abstract 

Research and development are essential for the evolution of technologies. During the last 

decades, the development of poultry production was due to the extensive study and 

improvements in the various areas that influence it, such as genetics, nutrition, ambiance, and 

health. Targeted research is essential for correctly targeting limiting resources such as finances, 

workforce, and time. Within the ML techniques, more precisely in the dimensionality reduction 

field, a group of tools focused on attribute selection (or feature selection) is very interesting for 

directing research to use resources and budgets more accurately. These tools are based on 

statistics and modeling and are algorithms capable of ranking attributes by their importance and 

effect on a target variable. This chapter aims to create and present a methodology capable of 

identifying variables of interest for a defined target. FCR was defined as a target to demonstrate 

the methodology as it is an essential factor in estimating the productive efficiency, commonly 

collected and well known. FeatureWiz, a python library based on ML, was used to analyze data 

from five Brazilian poultry production companies and rank the factors that impact FCR. On the 

dataset used, FeatureWiz highlighted outside weather conditions as a major influence on FCR, 

which could indicate a problem with isolation of the broiler houses among other associated 

issues. This weather-FCR association could also suggest new research topics associated with 

behavior and health as influenced by weather. This chapter also describes the installation of 

required software applications and covers the steps and python codes for the created and 

demonstrated methodology.  
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Introduction 

During the last 6 decades, the development of poultry industry was primarily due to the 

extensive study and improvements in the various areas that influence productive output, such as 

efficiency, health and fitness, and environmental sustainability. By comparing the growth 

performance and meat yield of 1957 Athens-Canadian Randombred Control strain with 2001 

Ross 308 broilers fed respective 1957 and 2001 diets, Havenstein et al. (2003) concluded that 

growth rate to 42 day market age has increased by 1% per year between 1957 and 2001; ~85% 

due to genetics, and ~15% due to nutritional advancements.  This annual improvement in broiler 

growth performance was confirmed by research by Zuidhof et al. (2014) and Tavárez and Solis 

de los Santos (2016). Genetic advances developed strains more adapted to the poultry industry 

demands, leading to production and efficiency improvement when combined with nutrition and 

feed quality, improved facilities, equipment, ambiance, and health products, such as vaccines and 

medications (Mottet and Tempio, 2017, Sakamoto et al., 2020). Determining the main factors 

that help maintain the rate of broiler growth performance improvements observed during the past 

65 years will require more sophisticated analytical techniques than conventional controls 

statistically designed experiments. 

Intensive research related to poultry farming, production efficiency, and the use of 

resources is required to achieve the necessary development to meet the consumer demands of the 

next generations. Universities and public research institutes are essential partners in the 

innovation development process, although most broiler companies have their research centers 

dedicated to applying technological innovations, product and process development, and product 

testing. Governments, universities, and industries cooperate synergistically to develop poultry 

farming in general (Schmidt and Silva, 2018).  However, research requires financial investments 
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that are limiting in both systems (Soam et al., 2006, Moreira et al., 2017). Capital, time, and 

effort are scarce resources, and their utilization must be done by rigorously prioritizing research 

objectives to meet scientific or market demands within budget constraints. Selection of the best 

research activities based on their regional and global relevance, industry experience, and 

decision-making and identification of their need for stakeholder communication and 

collaboration is required. Therefore, tools to rank the importance of current problems in poultry 

farms are good options. The challenge lies in determining its relevance to the food animal 

agriculture sector. Setting an industry-relevant objective based on your potential return and 

research capability is the first step to achieving efficient research (Soam et al., 2006).  Due to the 

limited resources, research should be done only on the alternatives that contribute most to the 

objectives (Soam et al., 2006) that are measurable and quantifiable criteria. 

Targeted original animal research that is within budget constraints and uses the least 

amount of experimental animals is becoming a social and economic necessity. There is a copious 

reservoir of data in the scientific literature and privately held in commercial production 

companies to help answer many research questions that may be posted in the future.  With the 

clear objective of resolving problems and hypothesis development, computational advances in 

recent decades make it feasible to carry out tasks that previously were considered unattainable 

(Beard 1999). Within the ML techniques, more precisely in the dimensionality reduction field, a 

group of computational tools focused on attribute selection (or feature selection) is very 

promising for directing research to use resources and budgets more accurately and efficiently 

(Witten and Witten, 2017, Brownlee, 2020). These ML tools are based on correlation, 

redundancy, and modeling efficiency testing or sensitivity analysis (Hanchuan Peng et al. 2005, 

Nguyen et al. 2010, Brown et al. 2012, Pecli et al. 2018). In contrast to conventional statistical 
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methods, these ML tools are computational algorithms capable of ranking attributes by their 

importance and effect on a target variable. They can reduce the number of input variables to 

reduce the computational cost and increase the model’s performance, preventing over and 

underfeeding by avoiding irrelevant and redundant variables that can distract or mislead the 

algorithms (Zheng and Casari, 2018, Brownlee, 2020). Those techniques are essential to indicate 

the best predictors for a study (Brick et al., 2018) and may indicate new research paths if it 

points to an uncommon feature as highly important to a target metric. 

One of the primary metrics of productive efficiency is feed conversion ratio (FCR), 

which is a direct relationship between final average body weight and total feed intake of a flock 

of broilers. The final weight is directly related to the interest of the local market and the 

production of meat to meet consumer protein product demands. Feed conversion selection aims 

to reduce the feed consumed to achieve the market’s desirable weight (Emmerson 1997). In 

addition, feed is responsible for approximately 70% of the production cost of broilers (N’Dri et 

al. 2006, Willems et al. 2013); thus, reducing feed conversion implies a reduction in the cost of 

production, CO2 emission reduction, and more efficient use of feed ingredient resources like 

corn and soybeans (Willems et al. 2013). The impact of feed efficiency in the poultry industry 

profitability and resources usage makes FCR an essential factor for poultry production (Willems 

et al. 2013, Ziaei and Amini 2020).  

This chapter focuses on using feature selection tools with the ultimate goal to generate 

and describe a ML methodology applicable to data routinely collected by broiler production 

companies. The methodology can be applied to any target variable. However, it will be 

demonstrated in this chapter by setting FCR as target selection within our dataset to identify 

influential features that are of most interest. Ultimately, this ML methodology may indicate 
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opportunities for future research or investments.  Therefore, the hypothesis of the work reported 

herein is as follows: the major attributes that influence FCR of commercial broiler flocks can be 

identified by subjecting accessible and less accessible data related to the flock by open-sourced 

ML tools.  To test this hypothesis, the following objectives were established: 1) Prepare the 

augmented dataset as described in chapter 1 for ML analytical application; 2) identify the most 

productive feature selection tool; 3) develop codes and software procedure tools; and 4) identify 

the major attributes of this particular dataset that influence FCR.  

 

Materials and Methods 

Preparation of Datasets 

Familiarity with the dataset and the target variable is vital to reduce computational costs 

and time spent and avoid misleading learning algorithms (Brownlee, 2020). The target variable 

in this body of work is feed conversion ratio (FCR), which is the direct relationship between 

body weight (BW) and Feed Intake (FI) (Equation 1). Consequently, FI and other variables 

directly related to them, such as European Broiler Index (Equation 2), were removed to prevent 

the selection of attributes from pointing them out as the attributes most significant to our target 

variable, which would be redundant and of little use. Although selection tools are made precisely 

to identify and remove correlated attributes, excluding recognizable factors beforehand can 

minimize processing time and the computational cost involved. Moving the target attribute to the 

last column is a good practice, yet not mandatory, facilitating the coding syntax. In addition, 

some algorithms have default settings to set the last attribute as the target variable. Microsoft 

Excel was used to delete the FI and EBI (European Broiler Index) columns and reallocate the 

FCR to the last position into the data set generated in Chapter 1. 
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Feature Selection Tool 

The attribute ranking and selection was made with FeatureWiz, a Python library that uses 

advanced feature engineering to rank and select features. FeatureWiz was chosen for its 

outstanding performance in main ML and Data Science competitions, such as Kaggle's 

competitions (Auto_ViML 2021, ‘Kaggle Competitions’ n.d., ‘Recursive Feature Elimination 

using new FeatureWiz’ n.d.). It utilizes two methods to perform the feature selection and 

ranking: SULOV (Searching for Uncorrelated List of Variables) and Recursive XGBoost 

(Auto_ViML 2021). SULOV, similar to the mRMR (Minimum-redundancy-maximum-

relevance) algorithm, is one of the best methods to select features (Hanchuan Peng et al., 2005, 

Auto_ViML 2021). SULOV pre-selects essential attributes based on their correlation and Mutual 

Information Score (MIS), forming a set composed of the variables with the highest information 

score and the lowest correlation between them (Auto_ViML 2021), as illustrated by Figure 16.  

XGBoost (eXtreme Gradient Boosting) is a library that implements ML algorithms to provide a 

parallel tree boosting capable of solving many data science problems accurately (eXtreme 

Gradient Boosting 2021). The Recursive XGBoost works with the attributes selected by SULOV 

to create models and eliminate attributes preventing overfeeding and underfeeding. Doing this, 

the attributes that increase the error of the XGBoost models are removed. As output, FeatureWiz 

FCR =  
Feed Intake (kg)

Weight Gain (kg)
  

EBI =  10 x (
Viablility (%) x ADG (g/brid/day)

FCR 
) 

Equation 1. Feed Conversion ratio equation. 

Equation 2. European broiler Index equation 
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returns the selected attributes ranked by their influence (Mutual Information Score, or MSI) on 

the target attribute (Auto_ViML 2021). FeatureWiz utilization is done directly in the python 

language. The process and the codes for its use are present in the procedures and codes section. 

A simplified FeatureWiz application process is illustrated in Figure 17.  

 

Figure 16. Graphic generated after FeatureWiz application in one of the data frames generated 

with the dataset made in Chapter 1. This graphic shows how the SULOV algorithm defines 

which attributes will be kept and orders them based on their MIS with the target variable. Circles 

indicate the MIS; larger circles signify higher MIS and thus greater importance for the target 

variable. Lines indicate a correlation to attributes; thicker lines indicate a higher correlation. 

Attributes are removed based on comparing their MIS against highly correlated attributes. 
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Figure 17. A graphical representation exemplifies the process for identifying and ranking 

attributes using FeatureWiz. 

 

Procedures and Codes 

The following procedures and codes were demonstrated using a PC laptop running 

Windows 11 Pro. The computer aspects are as follows: 

CPU:  3.3Ghz base clock speed with eight cores and 16 threads. 

GPU: 1110Mhz base clock with 6144 shading units and 16GB GDDR6 VRAM 

RAM: 48GB DDR4 3200MHz 

FeatureWiz can be installed using the Anaconda package manager or directly on Python 

(Auto_ViML 2021). This section describes the installation and the codes used on Python under 

Ubuntu Linux Operation System on Windows Subsystem for Linux 2 (WSL2) available for 

Microsoft Windows 11. 

 

Installing WSL2 on Windows 11 

In order to install WLS2 on Windows 11, you must run Windows PowerShell with 

administrator rights and execute the command “wsl --install” without quotations. Wait for the 

process to be completed and then restart the computer. This command will install all the required 

components and Ubuntu Linux Distribution. Launch Ubuntu and define a user name and 
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password (craigloewen-msft n.d.).  Then rerun Windows PowerShell and execute the command 

“wsl.exe --update” without quotations to install the latest updates. 

 

Installing FeatureWiz 

To install FeatureWiz, open the Ubuntu terminal and run the "sudo su" command to get 

SuperUser rights. Type the username and password defined and run "apt update" and "apt -y 

upgrade" commands to upgrade all packages installed in Ubuntu. Run “apt install -y python3-

pip” to install pip, the module installer program for Python (‘Installing Python Modules — 

Python 3.10.0 documentation’ n.d.). Finally, run the following list of commands to install 

FeatureWiz and all required modules (Auto_ViML 2021, ‘Installing Python Modules — Python 

3.10.0 documentation’ n.d.): 

pip3 install ipython 

pip3 install jupyter 

pip3 install xgboost 

pip3 install pandas 

pip3 install matplotlib 

pip3 install seaborn 

pip3 install scikit-learn 

pip3 install networkx 

pip3 install category_encoders 

pip3 install xlrd 

pip3 install imbalanced-learn 

pip3 install tqdm 
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pip3 install dask 

pip3 install FeatureWiz 

 

 

Installing Spyder IDE 

An Integrated Development Environment (IDE) is a program for software development. 

It deals with the language syntax facilitating the organization, code auto-completion, and 

debugging (Python n.d.). Spyder (Scientific Python Development Environment) is a Python-

oriented IDE and offers a comprehensive development tool (‘Home — Spyder IDE’ n.d.).  The 

Spyder IDE was installed and updated by running “apt install -y spyder” and “python3 -m pip 

install --upgrade spyder” commands on Ubuntu Terminal. To Launch Spyder, run “spyder” on 

Ubuntu’s terminal. 

Codes 

The codes were written in Python and followed a sequence of commands starting by 

importing the libraries and packages needed to work with the dataset. The next step was to read 

the CSV dataset using the Pandas library, which has several functions capable of manipulating 

the datasets (‘pandas - Python Data Analysis Library’ n.d.). 

The dataset was filtered to keep only the instances with a value for FCR, and two more 

filters were used to minimize the effect of the missing values generating three different data 

frames. The first data frame (df_FCR) contained all instances with FCR and all attributes from 

the original dataset, which was a total of 6,642 instances and 839 attributes. The second data 

frame (df_FCR_ALL_ATTR) contained only the instances with more than 70% of the attributes 

with values, which was a total of 1,338 instances and 839 attributes. The third 
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(df_FCR_ALL_ATTR) contained all instances from the original dataset but only the attributes 

with more than 70% of values different than missing, which contained 6,642 instances and 26 

attributes (‘DataFrame — pandas 1.3.4 documentation’ n.d.) (Figure 18). 

 

Figure 18. Python code for dataset read and data frame creation and filter. Lines starting with # 

are comments and explain the syntax used below. 

 

After importing FeatureWiz and defining the target attribute (P_FCR), FeatureWiz was 

applied to the three data frames to obtain a ranked list of essential attributes to the target variable 

for each data frame. The lists can be saved or used by other ML algorithms to create models. The 

selected attributes lists were saved as CSV files (Figure 19).   
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Figure 19. Python code to run FeatureWiz on the 3 data frames and save the attributes list as 

CSV files. 

 

Figure 20 is a flow chart that visually represents the methodology in the provided codes. 

FCR is the target attribute for the demonstration presented in this chapter, but the methodology 

developed can be applied to any variable present in the dataset. In short, the input is the complete 

dataset. The first filter was applied to remove all instances that did not contain values for the 

target variable. In the next step, a new filter was applied to generate two more data frames to 

minimize the number of missing values, resulting in a total of three different data frames. 

FeatureWiz was applied to each of these three data frames with the target variable defined. The 

output listed interesting variables for the target variable ordered by their importance. This 

chapter demonstrated that this list can be saved in tables to give insights into possible 
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investments or research hypotheses. However, the lists can also be sent to other ML tools to 

create and elaborate models, as will be covered in the next chapter. 

 

 

Figure 20. Flow chart representing the methodology created and provided on the python codes 

to identify interest attributes influencing a target attribute. 
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Results and Discussion 

FeatureWiz works by applying SULOV and XGBoost algorithms.  SULOV orders the 

attributes by their relevance to the target and removes attributes highly correlated with each 

other. The XGBoost algorithm processes the SULOV solution to remove attributes until it 

reaches a minimal error for the XGBoot models. FeatureWiz removed and ordered 754 attributes 

from the df_FCR data frame; 686 from df_FCR_ALL_ATTR data frame; and 13 from the 

df_FCR_ALL_INST. Table 1 illustrates the top 10 attributes ordered by FeatureWiz for all the 

data frames side by side. 

 

Table 7. Top 10 Ranked Attributes for each data frame. FeatureWiz does not output MIS values 

or correlation between attributes. The tool provides only plots indicating the SULOV process 

(Figure 16 is the plot from df_FCR_ALL_INST data frame) and the selected and ranked 

attributes. 

df_FCR df_FCR_ALL_ATTR df_FCR_ALL_INST 

D9_TOTAL_PRECIPITATION D25_TOTAL_PRECIPITATION P_Sl_Age 

D31_TOTAL_PRECIPITATION D42_MAX_WIND_SPEED P_Brds_m2 

D49_TOTAL_PRECIPITATION D30_MAX_WIND_SPEED Station_Dist_Km 

Curtain_Color D47_MAX_WIND_SPEED P_Bd_Wgt 

Station_Dist_Km D43_TOTAL_PRECIPITATION Longitude 

D11_TOTAL_PRECIPITATION D23_AVERAGE_WIND_SPEED Station 

D23_TOTAL_PRECIPITATION D31_TOTAL_PRECIPITATION P_Sl_Day_Day_Year 

D4_TOTAL_PRECIPITATION D4_AVERAGE_WIND_SPEED P_DB 

P_Sl_Age D14_MAX_WIND_SPEED P_H_Brds 

Station P_Sl_Age P_Sl_Day_Day_Month 

 

As expected, age appeared on the 3 top 10 lists. Older birds tend to have high FCR when 

compared with younger birds (Schmidt, 2008). As body weight increases, a greater proportion of 

feed nutrient allocation is directed towards maintenance and less towards growth; consequently, 

the amount of feed consumed relative to body weight gain decreases as age-associated body 

weight increases.  Because the dataset used contained data from different regions of Brazil, 
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variables that indicated location, such as weather Station, Station Distance, Latitude, and 

Longitude, are also expected to appear on this list.  Different locations are associated with 

different companies and productions systems. Curtain color is also a factor known to influence 

behavior and feeding due to the difference in light intensity (Vercellino et al. 2013). However, 

from this dataset, it is interesting to note that precipitation and wind speed appear on the top 10 

of two data frames, with more attributes indicating the influence of outside weather on the FCR 

target variable. With this information, some reflections can be made based on the data. The 

dataset used comes from different companies with different conditions of aviaries. The fact that 

external conditions appear in these lists may indicate a problem with the insulation of the houses, 

which serves as a warning for companies to identify these problems and invest in solutions, 

avoiding drops in production efficiency. Figure 21 shows a house with curtains problems that 

could be one of the possible causes for the external weather condition impacting the FCR. 

Furthermore, if the insulation of aviaries is not a problem, the external environment may affect 

other factors that influence FCR, such as the behavior, physiology, and health of the broilers. For 

example, wind speed can be responsible for behavioral changes caused by wind noise, leading to 

behavioral stress that alters feed intake and flock performance. High humidity present on rainy 

days may influence bacterial proliferation and the spread of diseases (Berchieri Júnior et al., 

2009), which may influence the contamination pressure inside the aviaries. Rainy days also have 

lower light intesity, which changes the lighting inside the aviary with curtain sides, and 

consequently the feeding behavior as stated by Vercellino et al. (2013). Combined with the 

weather attributes, there is also the production day. D9_TOTAL_PRECIPITATION means the 

precipitation on the ninth day of production has the greatest impact on FCR based on the 

df_FCR; this information is also relevant and can help direct even more discussion and 
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reflections regarding the impact of outside weather on the production flock at specific ages. This 

process can lead to new research hypotheses to improve an aspect defined by the target attribute. 

 

Figure 21. House with curtain problems. The house's isolation is compromised, and outside 

temperature, humidity, wind, and light will directly affect the environment inside the house and, 

consequently, affect the production performance and FCR. 

 

The results and discussion presented in this chapter show that ML can be used to 

highlight intriguing variables to guide further research or investment. The generated 

methodology is simple to use and can provide results quickly. In addition, it fully met the 

objectives of this study. The methodology and software procedures is complete and described in 

detail, and can be used for different target variables in different dataset with countless 

application possibilities. It is important to remember that each dataset is unique; thus, the 
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variables identified in this chapter are particular to the database used and may not be the same in 

other datasets. 
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CHAPTER 3  

Real Feed Intake Estimation, Modeling and Decision making-tool creation using ML 

 Abstract 

Feed Intake (FI) is a critical parameter to that drives growth rate and is necessary 

determine feed composition to meet the nutritional requirements. Although it is a critical metric 

and the companies use it, it is based on the feed used during the flock production, not actually the 

feed consumed by the birds; since wasted feed in litter and even feed theft can be counted as FI. 

Real Feed Intake (RFI) was calculated using a model based on the consumed SID Lysine for the 

dataset created in Chapter 1. This chapter aims to develop and demonstrate a user-friendly ML-

based methodology for creating tailored models and decision-making tools. For that, two 

AutoML libraries were used and compared for this particular data set. H2O AutoML uses and 

tests hyper-parameters configurations for Distributed Random Forest, Extremely Randomized 

Trees, Generalized Linear Model with regularization, XGBoost GBM, H2O GBM, Fully-

connected multi-layer artificial neural network, and Stacked Ensembles algorithms. AutoKeras 

tests and sets hyper-parameters for the TensorFlow Deep learning algorithm. The data set plus 

the RFI values were separated into two sets. The first contained 95% of the instances used in the 

proposed methodology for creating and testing the AutoML models. The remaining 5% were 

used to validate the models generated, comparing their predicted values against the values 

calculated based on the lysine consumption model. The two AutoML tools created, tested, and 

ranked 13,214 models, and the best six were used to predict the RFI. The best model had an 

RMSE of 0.0629 compared to the values calculated using the factorial SID Lysine Model, 

demonstrating that the methodology was able to identify the variables used to calculate the RFI 

based on the lysine model and accurately replicate its results. Evidently, the ML methodology 
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can be used to create models similar to the one used but possibly using numerous variables, 

contributing to a more realistic model. In conclusion, the data collected by the poultry companies 

were successfully used in AutoML tools to create a prediction model with good performance 

with minimal user inputs. At the end of this chapter, an adaptation of the methodology was 

demonstrated to create decision-making tools. Combined with the installation described in 

chapter 2, this chapter covers all the steps and Python codes needed for the methodology 

developed. 
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Introduction 

Diet composition and nutritional balance are fundamental to efficiency and economic 

production in animal production (Nutrient Requirements of Poultry 1994). Much work and 

research have been done over the years to estimate the nutritional requirements of birds. The 

primary concern is to increase efficiency by minimizing production costs instead of focusing on 

feed costs (Rostagno et al. 2017). Rostagno et al. (2017) also addressed the nutritional 

requirements expressed as feed nutritional levels are based on the feed intake, and different feed 

intake will culminate in different feed nutrient levels. This way, determining the feed intake is 

crucial to correctly define nutritional levels to improve production efficiency and rational 

resource utilization. 

Furthermore, Feed Intake (FI) is a critical measure of body composition and growth 

throughout the poultry lifecycles (Richards 2003). It influences feed conversion and body weight 

gain and is crucial for poultry companies' benchmarks, being a standard production metric 

collected in all poultry companies. FI is used to calculate the efficiency of the flock, being part of 

the FCR and, consequently, the EBI. Several factors influence the FI, such as feed additive 

utilization, enzymes, environmental stresses, energy, amino-acid content, and diseases (Ferket 

and Gernat 2006, Van der Aar et al. 2017).  

Despite physiological regulation and feed composition, feed waste is another factor 

affecting the FI collected by the companies. This factor is difficult to measure as it can be 

multifactorial. Flock density, feeder shapes, location, and the amount of feed in the feeder 

directly affect how much feed will be wasted (Lima et al. 2006). Figure 22 illustrates the wastage 

of feed caused by a problem of feeder management or maintenance. Part of this feed will be 

consumed by the birds, but much will be lost in the litter and, even if not consumed, will be 
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accounted as FI. Even feed theft may be accounted as Feed Intake. Feed waste misleads the 

intake estimative influencing diet formulation and increasing costs that differ between the 

producer's profit or loss (Palhares et al. 2016).  

 

Figure 22. Split feed due to feeder regulation issues. Part of this feed will not be consumed but 

will account for FI. 

 

Although the real feed intake (RFI) is a critical metric of interest to establish nutrient 

composition requirements of feed, it is a measurement that poultry companies cannot determine 

by conventional feed disappearance. However, novel ML applications can be used to create a 

model and determine actual feed intake.  As ML requires RFI training data to accomplish this 

task from commercial data, RFI can be calculated based on one of the first-limiting nutrients, as 

Emmans (1981) proposed. This information makes it possible to use ML regression algorithms to 

create a model to estimate the RFI. 

There are plenty of ML algorithms capable of generating models, but choosing the best 

one depends entirely on the database used and the objective you want to achieve (Auger et al. 
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2020, Yang and Shami 2020). Moreover, it is not only the algorithm that should be appropriately 

chosen for the dataset, but it has to be configurated in a range of possibilities (Yang and Shami 

2020).  ML algorithms have two groups of parameters: the ordinary parameters that will be 

learned and optimized on the learning process; and the hyper-parameters that usually are set 

manually by the user before the model's training and have to be optimized with care to maximize 

the model's performance (Luo 2016, Probst et al. 2019). According to Probst et al. (2019), 

algorithm users typically set the hyper-parameters using default values, literature 

recommendations, experience, or trial and error. However, as manually adjusting the hyper-

parameters demands much time and computational resources in an extensive database, automatic 

methods for optimizing hyper-parameters have become crucial (Yang and Shami 2020).  

Automatic Machine Learning (AutoML) is an ML field that automatizes the hyper-parameters 

selection and simplifies ML models' tuning and training, resulting in low coding lines and high 

performance (LeDell and Poirier 2020, Koh et al. 2021). AutoML can define the best algorithm 

and hyperparameters by running several different configurations and comparing them to get the 

most optimized model in a defined time or number of trials constraint (LeDell and Poirier 2020).  

This chapter describes a way to estimate the RFI. However, the objective is to elaborate 

and develop a methodology to create tailored models using two AutoML tools combined with a 

feature selection tool. The methodology created can be used to predict different attributes within 

a dataset. It is demonstrated by identifying and replicating a model used to estimate the RFI 

inside the data set. By adapting the methodology created, it is also possible to use the AutoML 

modeling to create models that can be used as a decision-making tool, which also is an objective 

of this chapter. This adaptation and demonstration are described at the end of this chapter to 

suggest the most indicated choice of a starter growth promoter to help achieve the desired EBI.  
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Materials and Methods 

Real Feed Intake Estimation 

Determining RFI as proposed requires assumptions of bioavailable nutrient conversion 

efficiency to average daily body weight gain, which has previously been demonstrated by the 

scientific literature. In the work reported herein, the RFI estimation of a broiler flock was based 

on the Factorial SID Lysine Requirement Model from Nogueira et al. (2021) (Equation 3). This 

model was selected because its input requirements were present in the dataset constructed in 

chapter 1 and assumed the first-limiting nutrient was Lysine. The model outputs the daily 

requirement SID Lysine in mg/day to achieve the BW based on the Body Weight Gain (BWG). 

By multiplying the requirement by the age of the flock, the total amount of SID Lysine 

consumed by the birds based on this model was calculated. 

Since the feed nutrient composition and feed consumption were known on the dataset, the 

amount of feed consumed multiplied by the SID Lysine value of each feed returned the total SID 

Lysine consumed based on the FI. The difference between the SID Lysine consumed based on 

the FI and the calculated by the model was considered the waste or lost SID Lysine. The wasted 

feed in Kg was then calculated based on the feed nutrient composition and subtracted from the 

FI, resulting in the RFI (Real Feed Intake). The RFI was then added to the database generated in 

the first chapter of this dissertation for each flock whose attributes needed for this calculation 

were known. 
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Equation 3. SID Lysine Intake Model equation from (Nogueira et al. 2021). 

 

Computing Equipment Description 

The computer used to run all the applications described in this chapter is a Laptop PC 

with Windows 11 Pro; however, the applications and codes were executed in the Ubuntu 

operating system, inside Windows using WSL2, which allowed us to use the processing power of 

the GPU for creating the models. Below is the technical description of the computer used, but it 

is essential to emphasize that different computers with other configurations can be used. 

Consequently, if the system has a less powerful configuration, it is expected to take longer to 

achieve the same results or achieve lower results in the same time frame. In contrast, if the 

system is more powerful than the one used, similar results are expected in less time or better 

using the same amount of time. 

Laptop system configuration: 

CPU:  3.3Ghz base clock speed with eight cores and 16 threads. 

GPU: 1110Mhz base clock with 6144 shading units and 16GB GDDR6 VRAM 

RAM: 48GB DDR4 3200MHz 

 

Auto Machine Learning Libraries 

Two AutoML Libraries were used to define the best model to calculate RFI. H2O 

AutoML and AutoKeras. Details of each library are discussed below.  
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H2O AutoML 

H2O AutoML is part of the H2O framework, an AI partner of more than 20,000 

organizations such as AT&T, PayPal, Walgreens, Capital One, and Unilever (LeDell and Poirier 

2020, ‘About H2O.ai | AI Cloud Platform’ n.d.). H2O AutoML is an open-source, fully 

automated supervised learning algorithm available in different programming languages such as 

Python, Java, and R. It aims to the usage simplicity and can handle missing attributes and 

automatically choose classification or regression modeling.  H2O AutoML compares and ranks 

different ML algorithms and tests several hyper-parameters on each to identify the best algorithm 

and hyper-parameters for the dataset based on the models' performance.  The algorithms used in 

H2O AutoML include the following: Distributed Random Forest (DRF); Extremely Randomized 

Trees (XRT); Generalized Linear Model with regularization (GLM); XGBoost GBM; H2O 

GBM; Fully-connected multi-layer artificial neural network; and Stacked Ensembles (LeDell and 

Poirier 2020). 

 

AutoKeras 

AutoKeras is an AutoML system developed at Texas A&M University's DATA LAB 

with the Keras-team. It runs TensorFlow, an advanced ML package created by Google and one 

of the most known Deep Learning tools successfully used by many technology companies such 

as Coca-Cola, Airbnb, Google, Intel, Twitter, and AMD (Jin et al. 2019, keras-team/autokeras 

2021, ‘TensorFlow’ n.d., Team n.d.). AutoKeras is open source and aims to make ML accessible 

to everyone. It finds the best configuration for TensorFlow using Regressor or Classifier, 

depending on the target attribute, it can also deal with missing data (keras-team/autokeras 2021, 

‘AutoKeras’ n.d., ‘AutoKeras’ n.d.). 
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Procedures and Codes 

Both H2O AutoML and AutoKeras can be installed in the Anaconda package manager 

or directly in Python, under Windows or Linux. However, for H2O AutoML, the XGBoost 

algorithm is only available on Linux (keras-team/autokeras 2021, H2O 2021, ‘AutoML: 

Automatic Machine Learning — H2O 3.34.0.3 documentation’ n.d.). This way, it is preferred to 

use it directly on a Linux OS (Operating System) or using WSL with Linux on Windows 11. 

H2O AutoML and AutoKeras were combined with FeatureWiz and used directly on Python with 

Spyder IDE in the WSL with Ubuntu Linux. Their installation process was described in Chapter 

2. This section describes H2O and AutoKeras installation and Python codes, assuming the other 

components described in Chapter 2 were already installed. Optionally, installing the GPU's 

drivers and toolkits makes this resource available for the algorithms, increasing the models' 

training speeds. The system used has an NVIDIA GPU. This way, the needed files and 

installation instructions for use on WSL were obtained on the official website. 

http://docs.nvidia.com/cuda/wsl-user-guide/index.html (‘CUDA on WSL User Guide’ n.d.). 

 

Installing H2O and AutoKeras 

In the Ubuntu terminal, run the following list of commands to install H2O and AutoKeras 

and their required packages. After finishing the installation, launch Spyder IDE to run the codes 

(keras-team/autokeras 2021, H2O 2021). 

pip3 install h2o 

pip3 install click==7.1.2 

pip3 install typing-extensions==3.10.0.0 

pip3 install tensorflow 
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pip3 install autokeras 

 

Codes 

Three filters were applied to the data frame after importing pandas and reading the 

dataset CSV file. First, all rows with missing values for the target attribute (RFI) were removed, 

originating the df_RFI data frame, which contained 1685 instances and 845 attributes. From the 

df_RFI two other data frames were created: the df_RFI_ALL_ATTR (with 1208 instances and 

845 attributes); and the df_RFI_ALL_INST (with 1601 instances and 841 attributes). The first 

contains all attributes but only the instances with less than 30% of missing values, and the 

second contains only the attributes with less than 30% of missing values and all instances (Figure 

23). Each data frame was then split randomly, generating 2 data frames a training (TRN), with 

95% of the instances, and a validation (VAL) data frame, with 5% of the instances. Only the 

training data frames were submitted to the algorithms. The validation data frames were saved as 

CSV files with and without results to be used later to test the models (Figure 24). 
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Figure 23. Python code for dataset read and data frame creation and filter. Lines starting with # 

are comments and explain the syntax used below. 
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Figure 24. Python code for data frame split and save as CSV files. 

 

The analytical protocol required a series of ML software applications to identify the best 

ML models for predicting RFI.  FeatureWiz with "Real_FI_KG" as the target attribute was 

applied to each TRN data frame, and the attribute selection results were stored as lists to be used 

by H2O AutoML and AutoKeras (Figure 25).  
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Figure 25. Python code to run FeatureWiz and store attribute selection results. 

 

H2O and H2OAutoML were imported, and H2O service was started with limited RAM to 

2/3 of the total System RAM, allowing the rest to be used by the system and XGBoost algorithm 

(‘AutoML: Automatic Machine Learning — H2O 3.34.0.3 documentation’ n.d.). In sequence, 

the 3 data frames were converted to the H2O specific data frame format and split into two new 

data frames, Train and Test, containing 70% and 30% of the instances, respectively (Figure 26).   
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Figure 26. Python code to start H2O service and create train and test data frames. 

 

Maximum runtime of 8 hours (28800 seconds) was defined as a limit to run H2O 

AutoML for each of the three training data frames, and the ranked models were set to be saved as 

CSV files (Figure 27).  
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Figure 27. Python code for H2O AutoML model creation and to export ranked models as CSV 

files. 

 

Finally, the CSV files with the validation data frames (VAL) containing 5% of the 

original data frames without the Real_FI_KG values were loaded. The best model was applied to 

predict the Real Feed Intake (Figure 28). 
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Figure 28. Python code to import validation files and apply the best H2O model to predict 

Real_FI_KG. 

 

After the H2O AutoML processes were finished, the same attributes and data frames used 

were then used by AutoKeras. In this way, it was possible to compare the best models generated 

by each tool. 

AutoKeras and sklearn.model_selection were imported. The target attribute Real_FI_KG 

was defined as "y", the attributes selected by FeatureWiz were defined as "x" for each of the 

three TRN data frames created with 95% of the instances, the same ones that were used in H2O. 

A train and a test data frame were randomly created for AutoKeras using a 70/30% proportion 

(Figure 29).   
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Figure 29. Python code to import AutoKeras, define the target and selected attributes, and create 

train and test data frames. 

 

Each data frame was submitted individually to the AutoKeras StructuredDataRegressor 

algorithm with a 2000 maximum number of trials to create the best model. The algorithm was 

defined according to the target attribute, Regressor for numeric predictions, and Classifier for 

Class predictions. Finally, the validation datasets CSV files were read, and the Real_FI_KG 

values were calculated with the best model and saved as a CSV file (Figures 30 and 31). 
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Figure 30. Code to define the algorithm and the maximum number of trials in AutoKeras, 

import, and predict Real_FI_KG on the Validation Datasets. 
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Figure 31. Code to define the algorithm and the maximum number of trials in AutoKeras, 

import, and predict Real_FI_KG on the Validation Datasets. 

 

 

The methodology described and presented on the Python codes are visually represented 

in the following flowchart (Figure 32). 
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Figure 32. A graphical representation of the modeling methodology was developed to create tailored models within a poultry industry 

dataset. 
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Results and Discussion 

The computing protocol developed and reported herein resulted in measurable outcomes 

for each computing process.  FeatureWiz selected 107 attributes for the RFI data frame, 171 for 

the RFI_ALL_ATTR, and 85 for the RFI_ALL_INST. Figure 33 shows the top 5 attributes 

selected and ranked by FeatureWiz in the three data frames and the lysine model used as the 

basis for calculating the RFI. It is important to verify that all attributes used to calculate the RFI 

with the lysine model were identified and placed as main attributes for the target attribute (RFI), 

which proves the FeatureWiz efficiency in determining and ordering variables of interest. 

 

 

Figure 33. Top 5 selected attributes using FeatureWiz with RFI as target and the Lysine model 

used on the RFI calculations. The attributes used for the RFI calculation appeared as the most 

important attributes for the three datasets, proving the efficiency of FeatureWiz to define the 

most interesting attributes to a target variable. P_Bd_Wgt on the table is the Bodyweight (BW in 

the model), P_ADG is the average daily gain (BWG in the model), and P_FI is the feed intake 

provided by the companies used for the RFI calculation. 
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The lists of attributes were used in H2O AutomML and AutoKeras. Within the 8 hours 

of processing time assigned, H2O created, tested, and Ranked 4,873 different algorithms and 

hyper-parameters configurations for the df_TRN_RFI data frame; 3,189 for the 

df_TRN_RFI_ALL_ATTR data frame; and 5,018 for the df_TRN_RFI_ALL_INST data frame. 

A total execution time of 24 hours, 8 hours for each of the three data frames.  In contrast, 

AutoKeras was able to test and find the best TensorFlow model for the three data frames in a 

total computational processing duration of 60 minutes. Although the maximum limit of trials was 

set to 2000 for each data frame, AutoKeras finished its tasks before reaching the maximum 

number. The df_TRN_RFI took 53 minutes to create and test 120 trials; 

df_TRN_RFI_ALL_ATTR took 6 minutes with 11 trials; and for the df_TRN_RFI_ALL_INST, 

AutoKeras completed 3 trials in 1 minute.  

    Tables 8, 9, and 10 contain the ten best models created by H2O AutoML to predict the RFI in 

the following three dataframes, df_TRN_RFI, df_TRN_RFI_ALL_ATTR, and 

df_TRN_RFI_ALL_INST, respectively.  The ranking of models generated from each data frame 

by H2O AutoML is based on the mean residual deviance for regression problems and area under 

the curve (AUC) for classification problems. For convenience, H2O AutoML also provides root 

mean square error (RMSE), mean Square Error (MSE), mean absolute error (MAE), and root 

mean squared log error (RMSLE) (LeDell and Poirier 2020) which are presented in tables 8, 9, 

and 10. Even though H2O AutoML does not use them to rank the models, they can be used to 

compare regression problems with other models, which requires the same metrics for comparison 

(e.g., MSE with MSE). In general, MAE is used to ignore outliers, RMSLE is used to minimize 

outliers' effects, and MSE and RMSE penalize significant errors. However, RMSE is better than 

MSE when dealing with large error values. 
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Table 8. Ten Best Models created on H2OAutoML using the df_TRN_RFI data frame. 

H2O AutoML Ranked Models and Errors 

df_TRN_RFI (95% of the Dataset With Values for Rela_FI_KG) 

model_id 
mean residual 

deviance 
rmse mse mae rmsle 

StackedEnsemble BestOfFamily 5 AutoML 1 20211111 03240 0.0079 0.0888 0.0079 0.0571 0.0268 

StackedEnsemble AllModels 5 AutoML 1 20211111 03240 0.0081 0.0898 0.0081 0.0553 0.0266 

StackedEnsemble BestOfFamily 4 AutoML 1 20211111 03240 0.0082 0.0905 0.0082 0.0543 0.0408 

StackedEnsemble BestOfFamily 6 AutoML 1 20211111 03240 0.0082 0.0907 0.0082 0.0546 0.0277 

DeepLearning grid 1 AutoML 1 20211111 03240 model 54 0.0087 0.0933 0.0087 0.0577 0.0422 

StackedEnsemble BestOfFamily 7 AutoML 1 20211111 03240 0.0092 0.0958 0.0092 0.0564 0.0348 

StackedEnsemble AllModels 6 AutoML 1 20211111 03240 0.0098 0.0990 0.0098 0.0492 0.0273 

StackedEnsemble AllModels 7 AutoML 1 20211111 03240 0.0109 0.1045 0.0109 0.0561 0.0381 

StackedEnsemble AllModels 1 AutoML 1 20211111 03240 0.0111 0.1052 0.0111 0.0633 0.0390 

StackedEnsemble BestOfFamily 3 AutoML 1 20211111 03240 0.0112 0.1057 0.0112 0.0641 0.0425 
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Table 9. Ten Best Models created on H2OAutoML using the df_TRN_RFI_ALL_ATTR data frame. 

H2O AutoML Ranked Models and Errors 

df_TRN_RFI_ALL_ATTR (df_TRN_RFI Dataset with All Attributes and only the Instances with less than 30% of Missing 

Values) 

model_id mean residual deviance rmse mse mae rmsle 

StackedEnsemble BestOfFamily 8 AutoML 2 20211111 43243 0.0086 0.0929 0.0086 0.0631 0.0302 

StackedEnsemble BestOfFamily 4 AutoML 2 20211111 43243 0.0088 0.0940 0.0088 0.0632 0.0306 

StackedEnsemble BestOfFamily 5 AutoML 2 20211111 43243 0.0090 0.0946 0.0090 0.0631 0.0286 

StackedEnsemble BestOfFamily 7 AutoML 2 20211111 43243 0.0091 0.0953 0.0091 0.0643 0.0305 

StackedEnsemble AllModels 6 AutoML 2 20211111 43243 0.0093 0.0966 0.0093 0.0532 0.0323 

StackedEnsemble AllModels 5 AutoML 2 20211111 43243 0.0101 0.1003 0.0101 0.0598 0.0322 

StackedEnsemble AllModels 1 AutoML 2 20211111 43243 0.0101 0.1003 0.0101 0.0688 0.0404 

StackedEnsemble BestOfFamily 3 AutoML 2 20211111 43243 0.0101 0.1005 0.0101 0.0687 0.0416 

StackedEnsemble AllModels 2 AutoML 2 20211111 43243 0.0101 0.1007 0.0101 0.0687 0.0410 

StackedEnsemble BestOfFamily 6 AutoML 2 20211111 43243 0.0103 0.1015 0.0103 0.0694 0.0299 
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Table 10. Ten Best Models created on H2OAutoML using the df_TRN_RFI_ALL_INST data frame. 

H2O AutoML Ranked Models and Errors 

Df_TRN_RFI_ALL_INST (df_TRN_RFI Dataset with All Instances and only the Attributes with less than 30% of Missing 

Values) 

model_id mean residual deviance rmse mse mae rmsle 

StackedEnsemble BestOfFamily 4 AutoML 3 20211111 83125 0.0104 0.1018 0.0104 0.0568 0.0300 

StackedEnsemble BestOfFamily 8 AutoML 3 20211111 83125 0.0105 0.1023 0.0105 0.0535 0.0286 

StackedEnsemble BestOfFamily 5 AutoML 3 20211111 83125 0.0109 0.1042 0.0109 0.0575 0.0292 

StackedEnsemble BestOfFamily 7 AutoML 3 20211111 83125 0.0120 0.1097 0.0120 0.0590 0.0312 

StackedEnsemble AllModels 6 AutoML 3 20211111 83125 0.0124 0.1112 0.0124 0.0543 0.0336 

StackedEnsemble AllModels 1 AutoML 3 20211111 83125 0.0134 0.1158 0.0134 0.0639 0.0339 

StackedEnsemble AllModels 4 AutoML 3 20211111 83125 0.0135 0.1161 0.0135 0.0675 0.0361 

StackedEnsemble BestOfFamily 2 AutoML 3 20211111 83125 0.0135 0.1162 0.0135 0.0646 0.0340 

StackedEnsemble AllModels 3 AutoML 3 20211111 83125 0.0138 0.1175 0.0138 0.0680 0.0367 

StackedEnsemble BestOfFamily 6 AutoML 3 20211111 83125 0.0142 0.1192 0.0142 0.0654 0.0337 
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Following the model generation and ranking, the best H2O AutoML and AutoKeras 

models were applied to the VAL datasets not containing values for Real_FI_KG to predict this 

information. The predicted results of each model were then compared using the RMSE with the 

original Real_FI_KG calculated using the SID Lysine Model.  Table 11 contains the RMSE 

calculated by comparing the results determined using the lysine model as a base and the results 

obtained by the six best models (one for each of the three data frames generated by the two 

AutoML tools). The best RMSE resulted from the model created using H2O AutoML with the 

df_TRN_RFI data frame, "StackedEnsemble BestOfFamily 5 AutoML 1 20211111 03240", 

which had an RMSE of 0.06297 when comparing its results on the validation dataset and the 

values calculated by the lysine model. In contrast, of the six best models, the worst performed 

was the AutoKeras model created with the df_TRN_RFI_ALL_ATTR data frame, which had an 

RMSE of 0.192 when comparing its results on the validation data set and the values calculated 

by the lysine model. The RMSE was chosen for this comparison because, as MSE, it penalizes 

large errors, but it is more indicated than MSE to deal with large error values. 

 

Table 11. RMSEs from the 6 Best Models Generated with ML Compared with the Values 

Calculated Using SID Lysine Model. 

Dataset AutoML H2O Model AutoKeras Model 

Real Feed Intake Complete 0.06297 0.14531 

Real Feed Intake Complete Attributes 0.09557 0.19222 

Real Feed Intake Complete Instances 0.12132 0.15504 

 

Figures 34, 35, and 36 compare values calculated using the lysine model with the results 

predicted using the best models generated by the methodology proposed. These results refer to 

the validation separated instances, which means they were not presented for the attribute 

selection tools or the AutoML. Note that the results obtained with the models generated in the 
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presented methodology are very close to those calculated using the lysine model as a basis. 

Those comparisons show that the presented methodology can identify and replicate a factorial 

model present in the data provided. Evidently, this methodology is capable of creating a model at 

least as good as the factorial used. Moreover, as ML algorithms can use even more attributes to 

create models than conventional statistical regression methods, the possibility of generating 

better models increases. It is important to emphasize that the purpose of these comparisons is not 

to validate a published model or suggest a better model. The objective was to verify if the 

methodology could identify and recreate this model automatically. 

 

 

Figure 34. Comparison of the values calculated with the SID Lysine Model and the values 

predicted by the best H2O AutoML and AutoKeras Models for the df_VAL_RFI dataset. The 

RFI values estimated using the SID Lysine model are illustrated by the blue line. The values 

predicted with the best AutoML H2O model (RMSE=0.06297) are illustrated by the orange line. 

The values predicted with the best AutoKeras model (RMSE=0.14531) are illustrated by the gray 

line. 
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Figure 35. Comparison of the values calculated with the SID Lysine Model and the values 

predicted by the best H2O AutoML and AutoKeras Models for the df_VAL_RFI_ALL_ATTR 

dataset. The RFI values estimated using the SID Lysine model is illustrated by the blue line.  The 

values predicted with the best AutoML H2O model (RMSE=0.09557) is illustrated by the orange 

line.  The values predicted with the best AutoKeras model (RMSE=0.19222) is illustrated by the 

gray line. 
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Figure 36. Comparison of the values calculated with the SID Lysine Model and the values 

predicted by the best H2O AutoML and AutoKeras Models for the df_VAL_RFI_ALL_INST 

dataset. The RFI values estimated using the SID Lysine model is illustrated by the blue line. The 

values predicted with the best AutoML H2O model (RMSE=0.12132) is illustrated by the orange 

line.  The values predicted with the best AutoKeras model (RMSE=0.15504) is illustrated by the 

gray line. 

 

The RFI estimation used in this demonstration was based on the data received. Feed 

ingredient analysis and weekly body weight would contribute to a more realistic RFI estimation. 

Instead of Lysine, Energy models could also be used to calculate RFI's estimative as long as the 

attributes necessary for their implementation are present in the received or collected database. 
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Conceptual application: Machine learning modeling as a decision-making tool 

The use of the methodology to create models for RFI prediction was described above. A 

similar approach was followed to develop methodology to create a decision-making model 

regarding optimum choices of feed additive and medication applications in poultry production. 

Veterinarians, nutritionists, and buyers have to make critical decisions regarding the best choice 

of feed additives and medications to optimize poultry performance and health. Usually, decisions 

are made based on expert experience, but market issues such as availability and cost of products 

influence decision-making. Knowing the company's history and past experiences is essential to 

help make decisions. In order to augment experience, ML Modeling can help to base decisions 

on historical data without compromised bias that all human have regardless of their level of 

expertise. This section describes a simple example of using ML modeling to decide the best 

Growth Promoter to use on the Starter Feed Phase based on past data. This approach could also 

be used for as a technical sales tool by feed additive suppliers. 

The data used in this example application is based on the dataset generated in chapter 1. 

Only the breed, market characteristics, the poultry's house characteristics, the growth promoter in 

the starter feed, and the flock EBI were kept for this application.  The European Broiler Index 

(EBI) was set as the defined goal to determine the factor desired for the suggestion (Growth 

Promoter), while poultry breed, market objectives (Age and Slaughter Weight), and attributes 

from the house that cannot be easily changed (House Type, Curtain Color, and Type of 

Ventilation) was included as attributes. After selecting these attributes and creating a new dataset 

(Complete_DMT.csv), the goal attribute (EBI) was transformed from numeric into 3 EBI classes: 

1) Low_EBI (EBI smaller than 367); 2) Average_EBI (EBI between 367 and 415); and 3) 

High_EBI (EBI higher than 415). The class replaced the numeric value of EBI according to its 
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value.  A second data set (Suggest.csv ) was created containing only hypothetical values and no 

value for the Starter Growth Promoter. It contained eight hypothetical houses, market ages and 

weights, and the objective EBIs as illustrated in Table 12. 

 

Table 12. Contents of the Suggested.csv file used in the created model for the growth promoter's 

suggestion. 

P_Breed P_Bd_Wgt P_Sl_Age H_H-Tp H_Pressure Curtain_Color Class_P_EBI 

AP95 3 49 Concrete_Curtains Positive Blue Average_EBI 

COBB 3 49 Concrete_Curtains Positive Blue Average_EBI 

AP95 3 52 Concrete_Curtains Negative Yellow High_EBI 

COBB 3 52 Concrete_Curtains Negative Yellow High_EBI 

AP95 2.7 42 Concrete_Curtains Positive Yellow High_EBI 

COBB 2.7 42 Concrete_Curtains Positive Yellow High_EBI 

AP95 2.9 46 Concrete_Curtains Negative Blue High_EBI 

COBB 2.9 46 Concrete_Curtains Negative Blue High_EBI 

 

Pandas loaded the Complete_DMT.csv dataset as a data frame, and all instances with 

missing values for Starter Phase Growth Promoter were removed. Then all instances with more 

than 30% of missing values were removed, and, finally, all attributes with more than 30% of 

missing values were removed, generating the data frame used for the ML modeling (df_TRN) as 

illustrated by Figure 38. The df_TRN data frame had 1,994 instances and eight attributes (Breed, 

Body Weight, Slaughter Age, House Type, Ventilation Type, Curtain Color, EBI class, and 

Starter Growth Promoter). The next step was to use FeatureWiz to select the attributes, setting 

Starter Growth Promoter as target (Figure 39). FeatureWiz selected six attributes, dropping 

House Type because they were all the same in the dataset (Concrete with curtains). 
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Figure 37. Python Code to Create df_TRN Data Frame. 
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Figure 38. Python Code to Select Attributes with FeatureWiz. 

 

The model was created using H2O AutoML with a 70/30 ratio between training and 

testing and a max runtime of 8 hours (28800 seconds), precisely as the RFI application example 

described above. The Suggest.csv dataset was loaded and the best model created by H2O 

AutoML was applied to generate the Suggestion.csv file, which contained the Growth Promoter 

suggested for each of the eight hypothetical poultry houses and the probability of choosing all 

the Growth Promoter options (Table 13). Figure 41 contains the syntax to save the best H2O 

AutoML model and load it to make new predictions in the future without the need to train it 

again. The methodology described and presented by the Python codes for the decision-making 

tool application is visually represented in the flowchart illustrated by Figure 42. 
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Table 13. Output from the model applied to the Suggested.csv file. The predict column shows 

the most suitable promoter for each hypothetical house. In the adjacent columns is the possibility 

of choosing each of the available promoters used to train the model. 

predict Avilamicin Enramicin Virginamicin 

Virginamicin 0.0001 0.0001 0.9998 

Enramicin 0.0198 0.7116 0.2686 

Virginamicin 0.0000 0.0260 0.9740 

Enramicin 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 

Enramicin 0.0164 0.9109 0.0728 

Enramicin 0.0248 0.7349 0.2403 

Enramicin 0.0382 0.7712 0.1907 

Enramicin 0.0002 0.9087 0.0911 

 

 

Figure 39. Python Code to Save, Load and Reuse H2O AutoML Model. 
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Figure 40. A graphical representation of the modeling methodology developed to create decision-making tools within a poultry 

industry dataset.
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Conclusion 

This chapter outlined and presented the development of  the ML methodologies and 

demonstrated their applications to create customized models and decision-making tools that meet 

the proposed objectives.  Although the proposed method for calculating the RFI was used to 

demonstrate the modeling methodology, it proved to be a simple way to estimate the RFI, which 

would benefit more accurate dietary compositions to meet nutrient requirements. It can also be 

applied to and spot anomalies in feed management and delivery to the consuming flock, and 

identify variables that affect the RFI, thus generating corrective interventions strategies or new 

hypotheses for future research. Indeed, ML methodologies as demonstrated in the work reported 

herein has many possible applications in animal agriculture, and it can analyze large datasets 

quickly that would otherwise be impossible by other analytical methods available at this time.  

The tools used and the methodology developed for RFI prediction was validated by 

correctly identifying the variables of interest with a low error as compared to the estimated 

values using the calculation based on the lysine model. These results demonstrate the efficiency 

of the methodology and the use of ML to create models based on data collected by poultry 

companies. The described methodology makes it possible to create custom models to predict any 

variable present in the database quickly and efficiently. This method can develop models and 

solutions that are increasingly applicable to the industry and be an alternative to standard data 

analysis methods. 

The models created and selected can be slaves for future use without new training, as 

demonstrated in the section referring to the development of decision-making tools. However, 

more detailed instructions on saving and reusing the models can be found on AutoKeras and 

H2O AutoML websites. The methodology described for the development of decision-making 
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tools can assist in the decision process and be used by companies that market feed additives and 

provide technical service. For example, a tool based on the enzyme suggestion model with a 

productive objective can be presented to the customer. The most suitable enzyme can be 

identified and recommended for purchase when entering customer data. This same reasoning can 

be used for medicines, growth promoters, organic acids, essential oils, mycotoxin adsorbents, 

antifungals, and ingredients, among many other possibilities.  
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FINAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Exploring different technologies and ways of applying them is fundamental for resolving 

emerging issues the poultry industry. This work presents innovative methodologies for the 

animal production industry and sciences. It utilizes up-to-date computational tools used 

successfully in other industry sectors, presenting practical applications based on readily available 

information that can be useful for academic research and development and improvement of 

industry efficiency. The choice of tools and programming language used in this dissertation work 

required considerable effort of study on their function, use, and results interpretation. The 

development of methodologies and applications presented was based on needs found in the 

poultry production and industry based on the author’s years of experience in this sector. 

As initially proposed, it was possible to validate the hypothesis that Machine Learning 

Algorithms can be used for modeling and decision-making tools creation based on data routinely 

collected by commercial poultry production companies. The methods were demonstrated, 

validated, and made available through the codes provided in the appendix of this work and the 

installation and utilization instructions presented in the methods and materials of each chapter. 

The animal feed industry can use such methods to support research aimed at the interests of 

producers, and technical service expert tools that identify the potential of products in real-time to 

customers. Suggestions for using the ML methodologies as presented in this dissertation have 

great flexibility and immense application potential. 

This work was carried out to allow as many people and researchers as possible to access 

tools and apply methodologies to assist in research and development. This objective was 

achieved by selecting robust and free-to-use tools of simple utilization that that can be used on a 

laptop PC, thus avoiding barriers related to equipment and software on implementing these 
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methodologies and applications. The codes created and presented within this dissertation have 

comments that help understanding and adaptation to other data and objectives. The proposed 

methodologies should not be understood as a replacement for what is currently used in industry 

and research, but as a complement to help further develop our sector, being easy to use and 

producing models and solutions quickly and efficiently. 

During the development of this work, essential flaws were identified in the way data are 

collected and stored by companies, and much information collected that could be useful for 

elaborating ideas, hypotheses, and solutions end up being lost. There is a need to develop 

integrated data collection systems, such as using smartphones to collect and send data in real-

time, thus preventing this information from being misread or getting lost. The information must 

be stored, allowing the association among different components of the production chain system, 

such as the hatchery, flock grow-out, feed milling, ingredient quality and supply chain, breeder 

production, slaughterhouse, and management and finance. By combining performance, carcass 

yield with feed composition and production costs, and profits, one can generate a comprehensive 

database that can be used with the methodologies presented in this dissertation. Another critical 

feature this dissertation was the determination of real feed intake (RFI), a piece of essential 

information for defining nutritional levels and, consequently, improving production efficiency. 

Another model was used to estimate RFI training data for ML methodology based on required 

Lysine intake relative to body weight gain.  Future studies is proposed to assess RFI value with 

greater confidence. 

A few final considerations is worthy of note as this dissertation concludes.  Although ML is not 

the only computational tool available, it is a powerful tool that is emerging as a new frontier of 

applications that benefit the poultry industry and agriculture in general. Logically, many other 
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variables could be used and would lead us to more accurate analysis and predictions. However, 

the purpose of this work was to use data already available in poultry production companies.  

Collecting and organizing data in a more centralized way would facilitate the data management 

process and provide more information so that production can be better understood and planned 

by applying the techniques and methods described in this research. Genetic attributes in poultry 

are constantly changing, technologies evolve fast, and concepts and studies of nutrition, 

physiology, and additive regulations are dynamic. So simply relying on the past will not allow us 

to enjoy the true potential of this production system. We must continuously innovate, and dare to 

research new ways of producing animal protein that satisfy consumer food demands in an 

environmentally sustainable way, always having ethics and animal welfare as a guide.  
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APPENDIX A 

Python Codes 

Chapter 2 Python Code 

#!/usr/bin/env python3 

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 

""" 

Created on Mon Nov  8 21:56:52 2021 

 

@author: Luiz Victor F. M. de Carvalho 

""" 

 

########################## Creating the Data Frames ########################## 

 

# Import Pandas to work with the csv dataset 

import pandas as pd 

from pandas import read_csv 

 

# Read the csv file and load it on a dataframe (df_Complete). 

# sep=";" indicates that the separator is a Semicolon. 

# decimal="," indicates that commas are decimal points. 

 

df_Complete = read_csv("Complete.csv", sep=";", decimal=",") 
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# Remove all Rows with missing values for FCR and create a new dataframe (df_FCR). 

 

df_FCR = df_Complete.dropna(axis=0, subset=["P_FCR"]) 

 

# Remove all Rows with more than 30% of missing values and create a new 

# dataframe (df_FCR_ALL_ATTR). 

# thresh 0.7 indicates that 70% of the values must be different from missing. 

 

df_FCR_ALL_ATTR = df_FCR.dropna(axis=0, thresh=df_FCR.shape[1]*0.7) 

 

# Remove all Columns with more than 30% of missing values and create a new 

# dataframe (df_FCR_ALL_INST). 

# thresh 0.7 indicates that 70% of the values must be different from missing. 

 

df_FCR_ALL_INST = df_FCR.dropna(axis=1, thresh=df_FCR.shape[0]*0.7) 

 

######################### Run FeatureWiz with df_FCR ######################### 

 

# Import FeatureWiz 

from FeatureWiz import FeatureWiz 

 

# Define the target attribute ("P_FCR") 

target = "P_FCR" 
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# Run FeatureWiz for each 

# dataframe. 

 

Attributes_df_FCR = FeatureWiz(df_FCR, target) 

 

Attributes_df_FCR_ALL_ATTR = FeatureWiz(df_FCR_ALL_ATTR, target) 

 

Attributes_df_FCR_ALL_INST = FeatureWiz(df_FCR_ALL_INST, target) 

 

# Save the selected attributes lists into csv files. 

 

AttList_df_FCR = pd.DataFrame(Attributes_df_FCR[0]) 

AttList_df_FCR.to_csv("AttList_df_FCR.csv", sep=";", decimal=",", header=False) 

 

AttList_df_FCR_ALL_ATTR = pd.DataFrame(Attributes_df_FCR_ALL_ATTR[0]) 

AttList_df_FCR_ALL_ATTR.to_csv("AttList_df_FCR_ALL_ATTR.csv", sep=";", 

                               decimal=",", header=False) 

 

AttList_FCR_ALL_INST = pd.DataFrame(Attributes_df_FCR_ALL_INST[0]) 

AttList_FCR_ALL_INST.to_csv("AttList_FCR_ALL_INST.csv", sep=";", decimal=",", 

                            header=False) 

############################################################################## 
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Chapter 3 Python Code 

#!/usr/bin/env python3 

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 

""" 

Created on Mon Nov  8 21:56:52 2021 

 

@author: Luiz Victor F. M. de Carvalho 

""" 

################################### Part I ################################### 

########################## Creating the Data Frames ########################## 

# Import Pandas to work with the csv dataset. 

import pandas as pd 

from pandas import read_csv 

# Read the csv file and load it on a dataframe (df_Complete). 

# sep=";" indicates that the separator is a Semicolon. 

# decimal="," indicates that commas are decimal points. 

df_Complete = read_csv("Complete_FI.csv", sep=";", decimal=",") 

 

# Remove all Rows with missing value for Real Feed Intake and create a new 

# dataframe (df_RFI). 

df_RFI = df_Complete.dropna(axis=0, subset=["Real_FI_KG"]) 

 

# Remove all Rows with more than 30% of missing values and create a new 
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# dataframe (df_RFI_ALL_ATTR). 

# thresh 0.7 indicates that 70% of the values must be different from missing. 

 

df_RFI_ALL_ATTR = df_RFI.dropna(axis=0, thresh=df_RFI.shape[1]*0.7) 

 

# Remove all Columns with more than 30% of missing values and create a new 

# dataframe (df_RFI_ALL_INST). 

# thresh 0.7 indicates that 70% of the values must be different from missing. 

 

df_RFI_ALL_INST = df_RFI.dropna(axis=1, thresh=df_RFI.shape[0]*0.7) 

 

# Randomly create a Train dataframe with 95% of the instances and a Validation 

# dataframe with 5% of the instances for each of the three dataframes. 

# The validation dataframes will not be provided to the algorithms. It will use 

# on the models. 

 

df_TRN_RFI = df_RFI.sample(frac=0.95) 

df_VAL_RFI = df_RFI.drop(df_TRN_RFI.index) 

 

df_TRN_RFI_ALL_ATTR = df_RFI_ALL_ATTR.sample(frac=0.95)  

df_VAL_RFI_ALL_ATTR = df_RFI_ALL_ATTR.drop(df_TRN_RFI_ALL_ATTR.index)  

 

df_TRN_RFI_ALL_INST = df_RFI_ALL_INST.sample(frac=0.95)   
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df_VAL_RFI_ALL_INST = df_RFI_ALL_INST.drop(df_TRN_RFI_ALL_INST.index)  

 

# Save the validation dataframes as csv files with and without the results. 

# The Predict.csv will be used to apply the model to predict Real_FI_KG, and 

# it will be compared with the Results.csv. 

 

df_VAL_RFI.to_csv("df_VAL_RFI_Results.csv", sep=";", decimal=",", index=False) 

(df_VAL_RFI.drop(columns="Real_FI_KG")).to_csv("df_VAL_RFI_Predict.csv", 

                                               sep=";", decimal=",", index=False) 

 

df_VAL_RFI_ALL_ATTR.to_csv("df_VAL_RFI_ALL_ATTR_Results.csv", 

                           sep=";", decimal=",", index=False) 

(df_VAL_RFI_ALL_ATTR.drop(columns="Real_FI_KG")).to_csv( 

    "df_VAL_RFI_ALL_ATTR_Predict.csv", sep=";", decimal=",", index=False) 

 

df_VAL_RFI_ALL_INST.to_csv("df_VAL_RFI_ALL_INST_Results.csv", 

                           sep=";", decimal=",", index=False) 

(df_VAL_RFI_ALL_INST.drop(columns="Real_FI_KG")).to_csv( 

    "df_VAL_RFI_ALL_INST_Predict.csv", sep=";", decimal=",", index=False) 

 

############################################################################## 
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################################### Part II ################################## 

####################### Run FeatureWiz with Real_FI_KG ####################### 

 

# Import FeatureWiz 

from FeatureWiz import FeatureWiz 

 

# Define the target attribute ("Real_FI_KG") 

target = "Real_FI_KG" 

# Run FeatureWiz for each train dataframe. 

Att_df_TRN_RFI = FeatureWiz(df_TRN_RFI, target) 

Att_df_TRN_RFI_ALL_ATTR = FeatureWiz(df_TRN_RFI_ALL_ATTR, target) 

Att_df_VAL_RFI_ALL_INST = FeatureWiz(df_VAL_RFI_ALL_INST, target) 

 

# Creating lists with the Selected Attributes. 

# This information will be used in H2O and AutoKeras. 

 

Fw_TRN_RFI = Att_df_TRN_RFI[0] 

Fw_TRN_RFI_ALL_ATTR = Att_df_TRN_RFI_ALL_ATTR[0] 

Fw_TRN_VAL_RFI_ALL_INST = Att_df_VAL_RFI_ALL_INST[0] 

 

 

############################################################################## 
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################################## Part III ################################## 

######################## Run H2OAutoML For Real_FI_KG ######################## 

 

# Import H2O to use H2OAutoML. 

import h2o 

from h2o.automl import H2OAutoML 

 

# Start H2O with maximum RAM usage of 32Gb, by recommendation it is good to limit 

# this value to 2/3 of the System RAM. 

h2o.init(max_mem_size = "32G") 

# Convert the Dataframes to H2O Dataframes. 

 

Hdf_TRN_RFI = h2o.H2OFrame(df_TRN_RFI) 

Hdf_TRN_RFI_ALL_ATTR = h2o.H2OFrame(df_TRN_RFI_ALL_ATTR) 

Hdf_TRN_RFI_ALL_INST = h2o.H2OFrame(df_TRN_RFI_ALL_INST) 

 

# Randomly create a Train (70%) and a Test (30%) dataframe for each of 

# the three dataframes. 

# ratios=[0.7] indicates 70% will be for the train and 30% for the test. 

 

H_Train_RFI, H_Test_RFI = Hdf_TRN_RFI.split_frame(ratios=[0.7]) 
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H_Train_RFI_ALL_ATTR, H_Test_RFI_ALL_ATTR = 

Hdf_TRN_RFI_ALL_ATTR.split_frame(ratios=[0.7]) 

 

H_Train_RFI_ALL_INST, H_Test_RFI_ALL_INST = 

Hdf_TRN_RFI_ALL_INST.split_frame(ratios=[0.7]) 

 

# Creating the models with the training dataframes 

# max_runtime_secs= is the maximum time, in seconds, allowed for H2OAutoML 

# to test the algorithms and Hyperparameters. 

# x is to define the attributes used to create the model generated by FeatureWiz. 

# y is the attribute to predict (Real_FI_KG). 

 

H_RFI_Model = H2OAutoML(max_runtime_secs=28800) 

H_RFI_Model.train(x=Fw_TRN_RFI, y="Real_FI_KG", training_frame=H_Train_RFI) 

 

H_RFI_AATTR_Model = H2OAutoML(max_runtime_secs=28800) 

H_RFI_AATTR_Model.train(x=Fw_TRN_RFI_ALL_ATTR, y="Real_FI_KG", 

                        training_frame=H_Train_RFI_ALL_ATTR) 

 

H_RFI_AAINST_Model = H2OAutoML(max_runtime_secs=28800) 

H_RFI_AAINST_Model.train(x=Fw_TRN_VAL_RFI_ALL_INST,y="Real_FI_KG", 

                         training_frame=H_Train_RFI_ALL_INST) 

# Export the ranked models as CSV. 
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H_RFI_Ranking = H_RFI_Model.leaderboard 

H_RFI_Ranking = H_RFI_Ranking.as_data_frame() 

H_RFI_Ranking.to_csv("RFI_Ranked_Models.csv", sep=";", decimal=",", 

                     index=False) 

H_RFI_AATTR_Ranking = H_RFI_AATTR_Model.leaderboard 

H_RFI_AATTR_Ranking = H_RFI_AATTR_Ranking.as_data_frame() 

H_RFI_AATTR_Ranking.to_csv("RFI_AATTR_Ranked_Models.csv", sep=";", 

                           decimal=",", index=False) 

H_RFI_AAINST_Ranking = H_RFI_AAINST_Model.leaderboard 

H_RFI_AAINST_Ranking = H_RFI_AAINST_Ranking.as_data_frame() 

H_RFI_AAINST_Ranking.to_csv("RFI_AINST_Ranked_Models.csv", sep=";", 

                            decimal=",", index=False) 

 

# Importing the datasets for prediction as H2O dataframes. 

 

Test_RFI = pd.read_csv("df_VAL_RFI_Predict.csv", sep=";", decimal=",") 

Test_RFI = h2o.H2OFrame(Test_RFI) 

Test_RFI_AATTR = pd.read_csv("df_VAL_RFI_ALL_ATTR_Predict.csv", sep=";", 

                             decimal=",") 

Test_RFI_AATTR = h2o.H2OFrame(Test_RFI_AATTR) 

Test_RFI_AAINST = pd.read_csv("df_VAL_RFI_ALL_INST_Predict.csv", sep=";", 

                              decimal=",") 
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Test_RFI_AAINST = h2o.H2OFrame(Test_RFI_AAINST) 

 

# Run the best ranked trained model on the Validation Datasets to predict 

# Real_FI and save the results as a csv file. 

 

Predicted_RFI = H_RFI_Model.leader.predict(Test_RFI) 

Predicted_RFI = Predicted_RFI.as_data_frame(Predicted_RFI) 

Predicted_RFI.to_csv("df_VAL_RFI_Predicted_H2O.csv", sep=";", decimal=",", 

                     index=False) 

Predicted_RFI_AATTR = H_RFI_AATTR_Model.leader.predict(Test_RFI_AATTR) 

Predicted_RFI_AATTR = Predicted_RFI_AATTR.as_data_frame(Predicted_RFI_AATTR) 

Predicted_RFI_AATTR.to_csv("df_VAL_RFI_ALL_ATTR_Predicted_H2O.csv", sep=";", 

                           decimal=",", index=False)  

 

Predicted_RFI_AAINST = H_RFI_AAINST_Model.leader.predict(Test_RFI_AAINST) 

Predicted_RFI_AAINST = Predicted_RFI_AAINST.as_data_frame(Predicted_RFI_AAINST) 

Predicted_RFI_AAINST.to_csv("df_VAL_RFI_ALL_INST_Predicted_H2O.csv", sep=";", 

                            decimal=",", index=False)  

 

############################################################################## 
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################################### Part IV ################################## 

######################## Run AUTOKeras For Real_FI_KG ######################## 

 

# Importing AutoKeras and needed module. 

import autokeras as ak 

from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split 

# Use selected attributes created by FeatureWiz to generate 2 dataframes  

#_x contains values for the selected attributes, and y contains values of the  

# target attribute Real_FI_KG, this will be done for each 

# one of the three dataframes (same used by H2O). 

 

x_TRN_RFI = df_TRN_RFI[Fw_TRN_RFI] 

y_TRN_RFI = df_TRN_RFI["Real_FI_KG"] 

x_TRN_RFI_ALL_ATTR = df_TRN_RFI_ALL_ATTR[Fw_TRN_RFI_ALL_ATTR] 

y_TRN_RFI_ALL_ATTR = df_TRN_RFI_ALL_ATTR["Real_FI_KG"] 

x_TRN_RFI_ALL_INST = df_TRN_RFI_ALL_INST[Fw_TRN_VAL_RFI_ALL_INST] 

y_TRN_RFI_ALL_INST = df_TRN_RFI_ALL_INST["Real_FI_KG"] 

 

# Randomly create a Train (70%) and a Test (30%) dataframe for each of 

# the three dataframes. 

# test_size=0.3 indicates that 30% will be for the test and 70% for the train. 
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x_TRN_RFI_Train, x_TRN_RFI_Test, y_TRN_RFI_Train, y_TRN_RFI_Test = 

train_test_split(x_TRN_RFI,y_TRN_RFI,test_size=0.3, random_state=0) 

x_TRN_RFI_ALL_ATTR_Train, x_TRN_RFI_ALL_ATTR_Test, 

y_TRN_RFI_ALL_ATTR_Train, y_TRN_RFI_ALL_ATTR_Test = train_test_split( 

x_TRN_RFI_ALL_ATTR,y_TRN_RFI_ALL_ATTR,test_size=0.3, random_state=0) 

x_TRN_RFI_ALL_INST_Train, x_TRN_RFI_ALL_INST_Test, 

y_TRN_RFI_ALL_INST_Train, y_TRN_RFI_ALL_INST_Test = train_test_split( 

    x_TRN_RFI_ALL_INST,y_TRN_RFI_ALL_INST,test_size=0.3, random_state=0) 

 

# Define the StructuredDataRegressor because the target is a regression model, 

# set maximum number of trials AutoKeras can use to generate the model and 

# specify the Training Datasets. 

 

Model_RFI = ak.StructuredDataRegressor(max_trials=2000) 

Model_RFI.fit(x=x_TRN_RFI_Train, y=y_TRN_RFI_Train) 

 

# Save the model's evaluation as csv files containing MSE 

Eval_RFI = pd.DataFrame(Model_RFI.evaluate(x=x_TRN_RFI_Test, y=y_TRN_RFI_Test)) 

Eval_RFI.to_csv("Eval_RFI_AK.csv", sep=";", decimal=",", index=False) 

 

# Import the validation datasets for prediction with the selected attributes. 

Test_RFI_AK = pd.read_csv("df_VAL_RFI_Predict.csv", sep=";", decimal=",") 

Test_RFI_AK = Test_RFI_AK[Fw_TRN_RFI] 
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# Run the best-trained model on the Validation Datasets to predict 

# Real_FI and save the results as a csv file. 

Pred_RFI = pd.DataFrame(Model_RFI.predict(Test_RFI_AK)) 

Pred_RFI.to_csv("df_VAL_RFI_Predicted_AK.csv", sep=";", decimal=",", index=False) 

 

#Do the last 4 steps in order for the other 2 dataframes. 

Model_RFI_ALL_ATTR = ak.StructuredDataRegressor(max_trials=2000) 

Model_RFI_ALL_ATTR.fit(x=x_TRN_RFI_ALL_ATTR_Train, 

y=y_TRN_RFI_ALL_ATTR_Train) 

 

Eval_RFI_ALL_ATTR = pd.DataFrame(Model_RFI_ALL_ATTR.evaluate( 

    x=x_TRN_RFI_ALL_ATTR_Test, y=y_TRN_RFI_ALL_ATTR_Test)) 

Eval_RFI_ALL_ATTR.to_csv("Eval_RFI_ALL_ATTR_AK.csv", sep=";", decimal=",", 

                         index=False) 

Test_RFI_ALL_ATTR_AK = pd.read_csv("df_VAL_RFI_ALL_ATTR_Predict.csv", sep=";", 

                                   decimal=",") 

Test_RFI_ALL_ATTR_AK = Test_RFI_ALL_ATTR_AK[Fw_TRN_RFI_ALL_ATTR] 

 

Pred_RFI_ALL_ATTR = 

pd.DataFrame(Model_RFI_ALL_ATTR.predict(Test_RFI_ALL_ATTR_AK)) 

Pred_RFI_ALL_ATTR.to_csv("df_VAL_RFI_ALL_ATTR_Predicted_AK.csv", sep=";", 

                         decimal=",", index=False) 
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Model_RFI_ALL_INST = ak.StructuredDataRegressor(max_trials=2000) 

Model_RFI_ALL_INST.fit(x=x_TRN_RFI_ALL_INST_Train, 

y=y_TRN_RFI_ALL_INST_Train) 

 

Eval_RFI_ALL_INST = pd.DataFrame(Model_RFI_ALL_INST.evaluate( 

    x=x_TRN_RFI_ALL_INST_Test, y=y_TRN_RFI_ALL_INST_Test)) 

Eval_RFI_ALL_INST.to_csv("Eval_RFI_ALL_INST_AK.csv", sep=";", decimal=",", 

                         index=False) 

 

Test_RFI_ALL_INST_AK = pd.read_csv("df_VAL_RFI_ALL_INST_Predict.csv", sep=";", 

                                   decimal=",") 

Test_RFI_ALL_INST_AK = Test_RFI_ALL_INST_AK[Fw_TRN_VAL_RFI_ALL_INST] 

 

Pred_RFI_ALL_INST = 

pd.DataFrame(Model_RFI_ALL_INST.predict(Test_RFI_ALL_INST_AK)) 

Pred_RFI_ALL_INST.to_csv("df_VAL_RFI_ALL_INST_Predicted_AK.csv", sep=";", 

                         decimal=",", index=False) 

 

############################################################################## 

############################################################################## 
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Chapter 3 – Decision-making tool Python Code 

#!/usr/bin/env python3 

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 

""" 

Created on Mon Nov  8 21:56:52 2021 

 

@author: Luiz Victor F. M. de Carvalho 

""" 

 

################################### Part I ################################### 

########################## Creating the Data Frames ########################## 

 

# Import Pandas to work with the csv dataset. 

import pandas as pd 

from pandas import read_csv 

 

 

# Read the csv file and load it on a dataframe (df_Complete). 

# sep=";" indicates that the separator is a  Semicolon. 

# decimal="," indicates that commas are decimal points. 
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df = read_csv("Complete_DMT.csv", sep=";", decimal=",") 

 

# Remove all Rows with a missing value for Starter Phase Growth Promoter. 

 

df = df.dropna(axis=0, subset=["1-21_Growth_Promoter"]) 

 

# Remove all Rows with more than 30% of missing values 

# thresh 0.7 indicates that 70% of the values must be different from missing. 

 

df = df.dropna(axis=0, thresh=df.shape[1]*0.7) 

 

# Remove all Columns with more than 30% of missing values. 

# thresh 0.7 indicates that 70% of the values must be different from missing. 

 

df_TRN = df.dropna(axis=1, thresh=df.shape[0]*0.7) 

 

 

############################################################################## 
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################################### Part II ################################## 

################## Run FeatureWiz with 1-21_Growth_Promoter ################## 

 

# Import FeatureWiz 

from FeatureWiz import FeatureWiz 

 

 

# Define the target attribute ("1-21_Growth_Promoter") 

target = "1-21_Growth_Promoter" 

 

# Run FeatureWiz for each train dataframe. 

 

Att_df_TRN = FeatureWiz(df_TRN, target) 

 

 

# Creating a list with the Selected Attributes. 

# This information will be used in H2O. 

 

Fw_TRN = Att_df_TRN[0] 

 

 

############################################################################## 
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################################## Part III ################################## 

################### Run H2OAutoML For 1-21_Growth_Promoter ################### 

 

# Import H2O to use H2OAutoML. 

import h2o 

from h2o.automl import H2OAutoML 

 

# Start H2O with maximum RAM usage of 32Gb, by recommendation it is good to limit 

# this value to 2/3 of the System RAM. 

h2o.init(max_mem_size = "32G") 

 

# Convert the Dataframes to H2O Dataframes. 

 

Hdf_TRN = h2o.H2OFrame(df_TRN) 

 

# Randomly create a Train (70%) and a Test (30%) dataframe for each of 

# the three dataframes. 

# ratios=[0.7] indicates 70% will be for the train and 30% for the test. 

 

H_Train, H_Test = Hdf_TRN.split_frame(ratios=[0.7]) 
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# Creating the models with the training data frame 

# max_runtime_secs= is the maximum time, in seconds, allowed for H2OAutoML 

# to test the algorithms and Hyperparameters. 

# x is to define the attributes used to create the model generated by FeatureWiz. 

# y is the attribute to predict (1-21_Growth_Promoter). 

 

H_Model = H2OAutoML(max_runtime_secs=14400) 

H_Model.train(x=Fw_TRN, y="1-21_Growth_Promoter", training_frame=H_Train) 

 

# Importing the dataset for Growth Promoter suggestion as H2O data frame. 

 

Suggst = pd.read_csv("Suggest_GP.csv", sep=";", decimal=",") 

Suggst = h2o.H2OFrame(Suggst) 

 

# Run the best ranked trained model on the Validation Dataset to predict 

# 1-21_Growth_Promoter and save the results as a csv file. 

 

Predicted = H_Model.leader.predict(Suggst) 

Predicted = Predicted.as_data_frame(Predicted) 

Predicted.to_csv("GP_Suggestion.csv", sep=";", decimal=",", 

                     index=False) 

 

############################################################################## 
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################################### Part IV ################################## 

############################### Save The Model ############################### 

 

model_path = h2o.save_model(model=H_Model.leader, path="AutoML_Model", force=True) 

 

 

################################### Part V ################################### 

############################### Load The Model ############################### 

 

saved_model = h2o.load_model(model_path) 

 

 

################################### Part VI ################################## 

############################### Reuse The Model ############################## 

 

Predicted2 = saved_model.predict(Suggst) 

Predicted2 = Predicted2.as_data_frame(Predicted2) 

Predicted.to_csv("GP_Suggestion2.csv", sep=";", decimal=",", 

                     index=False) 

 

############################################################################## 

############################################################################## 


